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Abstract
The microstructure, dynamics, and rheology of colloidal suspensions with short-range
depletion attraction and long-range electrostatic repulsion are studied using equilib-
rium predictions and a new algorithm for dynamic simulations. A focus is made on
those combinations of attraction and repulsion that lead to the formation of gels.
The effects of varying the strength of attraction A (0–50kT ), range of attraction
δA (0.05–0.18a), strength of repulsion R (0–54kT ), and volume fraction φ (0.1–0.4)
are investigated, where k is Boltzmann’s constant, T is temperature, and a is the
colloid radius. Hard-sphere thermodynamic perturbation theory is employed to pre-
dict equilibrium behavior. For φ ≤ 0.4, fluid phases are predicted at low A, while
fluid-crystal coexistence is predicted above a certain value of A which decreases with
increasing δA or φ, but increases with increasing R. A new algorithm called Fast Lu-
brication Dynamics (FLD) is developed as part of this work. This algorithm enables
simulations including the effects of many-body hydrodynamic interactions, Brownian
motion, and interparticle interactions at a speed more than 100 times faster than
Stokesian Dynamics (SD) while retaining much of the relevant physics of SD. In ad-
dition, FLD is found to be nearly as fast as Brownian Dynamics (BD) due to the
larger time steps allowed by FLD.
FLD simulations are performed to study the microstructural evolution of suspen-
sions from a dispersed phase to other phases including fluids and gels. With increasing
A, suspensions with short-range attraction undergo a transition from highly diffusive
fluid phases to dynamically arrested gels in which particles are localized on length
scales comparable to δA. This transition first occurs by homogeneous nucleation and
growth of crystalline structures which merge to form a space-spanning polycrystalline
structure that coexists with a dilute fluid phase. With increasing A, the rate of nu-
cleation increases, resulting in increasing polycrystallinity and smaller crystalline re-
gions. For high A, a dilute fluid phase does not coexist and no crystalline structures
are formed. The introduction of long-range repulsion inhibits crystallization and pro-
motes one-dimensional cluster growth resulting in thinner structures which display
ii
greater positional fluctuations such that particles in gels are localized on length scales
up to 7 times δA. In the presence of repulsion, for low A, small transient clusters
are formed, while for high A, gels are formed by space-spanning clusters, but the
time scale for gelation to occur increases exponentially with R. Comparisons with
results of confocal microscopy experiments show significant differences which may be
attributed to differences in initial conditions, inaccurately represented electrostatic
interactions, and limitations of the simulated system size. Few changes are observed
with different values of δA. With increasing φ, the average local structure around each
particle in the gel changes very little while the gels becomes more dense, hindering
collective motion and decreasing the length scales on which particles are localized.
BD simulations are also performed, and the results are compared with those of
the FLD simulations. Remarkable agreement is observed for both the microstructure
and dynamics, suggesting that the structural evolution and dynamics of colloidal
suspensions with short-range attraction and long-range repulsion under quiescent
conditions may not be very sensitive to the effects of hydrodynamic interactions.
FLD simulations are performed to study the rheological response of colloidal gels
with a focus on the linear viscoelastic response. In addition to using ensemble aver-
aging, we develop a new technique to improve the signal-to-noise ratio inherent in the
stress of Brownian systems. By careful application of this technique, the average of
two simulations sheared in opposite directions can yield a greater reduction in noise
than does averaging over 10 times as many individual realizations. Steady shear and
relaxation tests are performed, and the relaxation modulus G(t) is obtained from
the stress response. The elastic modulus G′(ω) and the viscous modulus G′′(ω) are
then obtained by Fourier transform of G(t). During steady shear, the stress increases
with time and reaches a maximum as the gel strain softens and yields, after which
the stress decreases and tends toward a steady-state value. The purely attractive
gels are brittle and yield at a strain of about 0.02 coinciding with bond breaking,
while gels formed in the presence of long-range repulsion are more ductile due to
their thinner structures and yield at larger strains. The maximum strain for which
the stress response is linear decreases with increasing A or decreasing δA and is as
low as 0.002 for systems studied in this work. After cessation of shear, a two-step
decay is observed for many systems as the stress relaxes, with both processes decay-
ing more slowly than simple exponential decay. The Brownian contributions to the
stress quickly relax while the interparticle contributions are responsible for the slow
relaxation processes which, for some systems, display an intermediate plateau. At
short times, G(t) scales as t−0.25 for all A, δA, and φ studied. G′(ω) and G′′(ω) are
iii
weakly dependent on ω. For high ω, G′(ω) and G′′(ω) collapse remarkably well when
scaled with φA/δA. Comparison of G
′(ω) and G′′(ω) with experimental results show
encouraging agreement.
Fast Lubrication Dynamics, which allows simulations with hydrodynamic inter-
actions at low cost, is shown to be a powerful technique for predicting suspension
microstructure, dynamics, and rheology over a wide range of time and length scales
and physical parameters. To the author’s knowledge, this work represents the first
application of numerical simulations investigating the linear viscoelastic response of
colloidal gels with accurate hydrodynamic interactions. The simulations and investi-
gations in this work would not have been possible without the development of FLD.
iv
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Chapter 1
Introduction and Literature Survey
Suspensions of colloidal particles (typically a few nanometers to a few microns in ra-
dius) are of great importance in a variety of industrial applications including paints,
coatings, foodstuffs, pharmaceuticals, and personal care products [9]. Additional
applications arise in the fabrication and development of novel electronic materials,
microscale biosensors, and other nanostructured materials [10, 11]. Colloidal suspen-
sions exhibit a wide variety of phase transitions and rheological behavior that can be
far more complex than for normal fluids [9]. The ability to understand, manipulate,
and predict the behavior of these systems is important for designing and optimizing
novel materials and manufacturing processes.
One of the most intriguing aspects of colloidal suspensions is the ability to tune
the interparticle interactions. These interactions directly influence the structure and
dynamics at the microscale as well as the macroscopic properties of the suspension.
While there are many ways to introduce these interactions [9, 12], this work fo-
cuses on suspensions of particles with short-range depletion attraction and long-range
screened electrostatic repulsion, with particular interest in those combinations of at-
traction and repulsion that lead to the formation of gels. To study the effects of these
interactions on the suspensions microstructure, dynamics, and rheology, we make
equilibrium predictions and perform dynamic simulations that also include Brownian
motion and hydrodynamic interactions.
This chapter includes a brief overview of relevant work. Chapter 2 provides a
mathematical description of the physics of colloidal suspensions as well as numerical
methods for predicting equilibrium behavior and performing dynamic simulations.
Chapter 3 presents results and discussion on microstructure and dynamics. Chapter 4
presents results and discussion on rheology. Chapter 5 offers concluding remarks.
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1.1 Microstructure and Dynamics
1.1.1 Hard-Sphere Suspensions
The simplest colloidal suspension is that of hard-spheres, where particles only inter-
act with each other through a hard-core excluded volume interaction. The system
therefore has no internal energy, and its equilibrium states are determined solely
from the entropy as a function of the particle volume fraction φ = 4
3
pia3ρ, where a
is the particle radius, and ρ is the particle number density. Equilibrium calculations
predict a disordered fluid at φ < 0.494 and a face-centered cubic (FCC) crystal at
φ > 0.545 [13]. The transition to a crystal phase at higher φ is driven by the fact
that a regular crystalline array increases the free volume allowing greater positional
fluctuations and increased entropy relative to the disordered fluid at the same φ.
At 0.494 < φ < 0.545 the system optimizes its entropy by phase separating into a
disordered fluid of φ = 0.494 and a FCC crystal of φ = 0.545.
Near hard-sphere behavior can be achieved in real suspensions, and experiments
with these systems have confirmed the hard-sphere equilibrium phase diagram but
have also observed for φ & 0.58 an amorphous glass that does not crystallize over time
scales of up to several months [14–16]. This glass is a long-lived, metastable state,
kinetically stabilized by an increase of the crystallization time due in part to gravity
[17–19] and polydispersity [20–24] as well as decreased particle mobility resulting from
caging. The hard-sphere glass is often described in the framework of mode coupling
theory (MCT) as an ideal glass [25–28].
1.1.2 Short-Range Attraction
Attractive interactions between particles can be introduced by the addition of non-
adsorbing polymer [29, 30]. In these colloid-polymer mixtures, the polymer is ex-
cluded from the region between two nearby particles leading to an unbalanced osmotic
pressure and an effective depletion attraction between the particles. The strength and
range of the attractive potential can be controlled by the polymer concentration and
size, respectively. In experimental systems, typical values for the strength vary from
zero to a few tens of kT , where k is Boltzmann’s constant, and T is temperature, and
typical values for the range vary from a few percent of a particle radius to several
particle radii.
With the introduction of a non-hard-sphere potential, equilibrium is now deter-
mined by the competition between entropy and internal energy. Equilibrium theories
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for colloid-polymer mixtures [31–34] predict that with sufficient strength of attraction,
the fluid and crystal phases become unstable at most φ. With increasing strength
of attraction, the region of fluid-crystal coexistence widens—the crystal phase be-
comes stable only at very high φ where the system greatly decreases its internal
energy, and the fluid phase becomes stable only at very low φ where increasing the
entropy is favored over decreasing the internal energy. For long ranges of attrac-
tion (2Rg/a & 0.6, where Rg is the polymer radius of gyration), a stable fluid-fluid
transition exists, exhibiting a critical point and a region of three-phase coexistence
(fluid-fluid-crystal), while for short ranges of attraction (2Rg/a . 0.6), the fluid-fluid
transition is metastable with respect to the fluid-crystal transition. For very short
ranges of attraction (2Rg/a . 0.1), a stable crystal-crystal transition exists at high
φ, exhibiting a critical point and a region of three-phase coexistence (fluid-crystal-
crystal). In all cases, marked partitioning of polymer between coexisting phases is
predicted.
Due to the complexity of experimental colloid-polymer mixtures (e.g., polydis-
persity, non pair-wise additivity of potentials, soft cores), quantitative comparisons
between theory, simulation, and experiment should be made with caution [29, 30], but
experiments [35–38] have at least qualitatively confirmed the above equilibrium pre-
dictions for colloid-polymer mixtures with the exception of the crystal-crystal phase
coexistence. For systems with short-range attraction, however, fluid-crystal phase
separation is only observed in a narrow region close to the phase boundary [39].
For higher strengths of attraction, dynamically arrested, nonequilibrium states are
observed—gels at low to intermediate φ [40], and attractive glasses at high φ [28, 41].
Some view the gel transition as an arrested phase separation occurring within the
metastable fluid-fluid region [40]. Gel transitions have also been reported in the sta-
ble fluid region [6], but such observations have also been questioned [42]. Theoretical
treatments, including application of MCT, have attempted to locate and explain the
gel-transition and its relation to glass transitions, but a unifying theoretical frame-
work has not yet been developed [40].
MCT has also been used to describe arrested particle dynamics in the gel state
[43, 44]. Just as the particles in a hard-sphere glass are limited to diffusing within
the cage of their neighboring particles, the particles in a gel formed by short-range
attraction are limited to diffusing within their network of bonds. In both cases, MCT
predicts the mean square displacement to plateau at long times giving the localization
length. In the case of gels, the localization length is predicted to be smaller than the
range of attraction. Considering that the bonds have finite lifetimes, the network
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of bonds can be constantly restructuring cooperatively giving localization lengths
much larger than the average bond length [45]. In addition, with decreasing volume
fraction, the network of bonds becomes more open allowing even greater cooperative
motion and larger localization lengths [44].
In experiments with colloid-polymer mixtures, the suspension is typically shear
mixed to disperse the particles and then allowed to evolve at rest. The large size and
long time scales of colloidal particles relative to molecular fluids allows them to be
studied by light scattering and confocal microscopy which provide information on the
suspension microstructure and dynamics [46]. Shah et al. [6, 47] performed light scat-
tering experiments with colloid-polymer gels and suggest that the microstructure is
composed of dense clusters surrounded by void spaces and estimate the characteristic
length scale of the heterogeneous structure to be about 5–8a.
Laurati et al. [8] performed scattering and microscopy experiments with colloid-
polymer mixtures with short-range attraction for φ = 0.4. The range of attraction
was fixed at 2Rg/a = 0.16, and the strength of attraction varied from 0 to 90kT . With
increasing strength of attraction, they observed the formation of increasingly larger
structures which, at high enough attraction, connected to form a space-spanning gel.
They observed a maximum in structural heterogeneity at the gelation boundary
While experiments are greatly improving in the time and length scales they are
able to resolve, simulations provide the ability to test fundamental principles and di-
rectly control system parameters. Simulations of suspensions with short-range attrac-
tion commonly start with an equilibrium particle configuration at high temperature
(no attraction) and then introduce the attraction and allow the suspension to evolve
at rest. It should be noted that a major difference between these simulations and
experiments is the initial condition. While simulations usually start with a well dis-
persed system, experiments are likely to start with some aggregated particles despite
efforts to break them up by shear.
Soga et al. [48] performed Brownian Dynamics (BD) simulations of monodisperse
suspensions with short-range attraction at φ = 0.3. The range of attraction was
fixed at 0.2a, and the strength of attraction varied from 0 to 15kT . With increasing
strength of attraction, the authors observed stable fluid phases, metastable fluid
phases, fluid-crystal phase separations, and dynamically arrested gels. In some cases
the formation of crystals occurred in the dense regions of an apparent fluid-fluid phase
separation. With increasing attraction, the time to formation of the crystal phase
decreased resulting in more polycrystalline structures. Subsequent work by d’Arjuzon
et al. [49] extended these simulations to longer times to look at the aging of colloidal
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gels.
Foffi et al. [50] performed both Newtonian Dynamics (ND) and BD simulations
of bidisperse suspensions with short-range attraction for φ = 0.01–0.50. The range
of attraction was fixed at 0.01a, and the strength of attraction varied from 1 to
20kT . They observed gelation to occur as an arrested phase separation, where an
attractive glass formed in the dense phase. Similar gel structures were obtained by
both simulation techniques. Consistent with the MCT predictions described above,
the localization length increases with decreasing volume fraction due to the more
open structure of the gel.
Puertas et al. [42] performed ND simulations of polydisperse suspensions with
short-range attraction at φ = 0.4. The range of attraction was fixed at 0.2a, and
the strength of attraction was varied. Due to the polydispersity of the system, fluid-
crystal phase separation was avoided allowing the study of the competition between
the fluid-fluid phase separation and the gelation transition. The authors observed
that even when the dense fluid phase becomes arrested, the structure as a whole may
still relax due to the dilute fluid phase. Previous work by the same group included a
long-range repulsive barrier to prevent the fluid-fluid phase separation and noted the
location of a glass or gel transition in these systems [51].
Charbonneau and Reichman [52] performed ND simulations of monodisperse sus-
pensions with short-range attraction for φ = 0.047–0.15. An augmented version of
the Gibbs ensemble Monte Carlo method was employed to accurately determine the
equilibrium phase diagram, including the binodal and spinodal lines of the metastable
fluid-fluid transition. The authors observed the expected stable fluid phases and fluid-
crystal coexistence for simulated systems in the appropriate regions of the phase dia-
gram. For simulated systems in the metastable fluid-fluid region, the authors observed
fluid-fluid phase separation by nucleation and growth outside the spinodal region and
by spinodal decomposition within in the spinodal region. In both cases of fluid-fluid
phase separation, crystals nucleated in the dense fluid phase. For high strengths of
attraction, the evolution of the simulated systems was nearly arrested.
Lodge and Heyes [53, 54, 55] performed BD simulations of monodisperse sus-
pensions with varying ranges and strengths of attraction using Lennard-Jones type
interactions at φ = 0.05–0.2 and observed the formation of transient gels. For longer
ranges of attraction, the gels are composed of thick structures, while for shorter ranges
of attraction, the gels show a more diffuse network. In addition, the microstructural
evolution proceeded more slowly with shorter ranges of attraction.
Lu et al. [56] employed confocal microscopy to study colloid-polymer mixtures
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for φ = 0.04–0.15. Long-range repulsion was absent in their systems due to added
salt. They varied the range of attraction from 2Rg/a = 0.04 to 0.3, and the strength
of attraction from 0kT to 16kT . The authors observed stable fluid phases at lower
strengths of attraction and connected gels at higher strengths of attraction. At inter-
mediate strengths of attraction, they observed a stable phase of clusters that did not
form a space spanning structure. The morphology of the clusters depended on the
range of attraction and was independent of φ. Shorter ranges of attraction resulted
in clusters that were tenuous and branched, while longer ranges of attraction resulted
in more compact clusters. Cluster phases in purely attractive systems have also been
observed in protein solutions with added salt [38], and theoretical treatments have
predicted the existence of semiergodic cluster phases in purely attractive suspensions
[57].
1.1.3 Long-Range Repulsion
Repulsive interactions arise when the particles acquire a charge [12]. Counterions in
the suspending solvent gather near the particles forming electrostatic double layers
which effectively screen the repulsive interactions. The range of the repulsive potential
is related to the screening length. Experimental systems with screening lengths of
more than 13 particle radii have been realized [58], while the addition of salt can
reduce the screening length to a small fraction of a particle radius. The strength
of the potential is determined by the chemistry of the system and the size of the
particles.
Equilibrium theories for colloidal suspensions with repulsive interactions predict
that with increasing strength of repulsion, the hard-sphere fluid-crystal coexistence
region shifts to lower φ; with increasing screening length, the coexistence region first
shifts to lower φ but then turns back toward its hard-sphere values at longer screen-
ing lengths [59]. Equilibrium theories for colloid-polymer mixtures with screened
electrostatics predict that increasing the screening length or the strength of repul-
sion restabilizes the fluid phase, while the crystal phase remains stable only at very
high φ, thus narrowing the fluid-crystal coexistence region as observed in experiments
[60, 61].
Experiments with charged colloid-polymer mixtures supplemented by theoretical
and simulation work have shown more complex structures including cluster phases,
glasses and gels [40]. These cluster phases are often explained in terms of competing
attractive and repulsive interactions.
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Dibble et al. [5] performed confocal microscopy experiments to study charged
colloid-polymer mixtures at φ = 0.2. The strength of attraction varied from 0 to
71.1kT , and the range of attraction was fixed at 2Rg/a = 0.086. With increasing
strength of attraction, mobile clusters were formed which coexisted with free par-
ticles. With continued increase of the strength of attraction, the number of free
particles decreased, and the clusters became increasingly structurally heterogeneous
and dynamically immobilized until the gel transition where structural heterogene-
ity abruptly decreased and particles became arrested with localization lengths on the
order of the short-range attraction. This maximum in structural heterogeneity is sim-
ilar to that observed by [8] for purely attractive suspensions. Both immobile cluster
phases and gels showed dynamical heterogeneity with populations of particles local-
ized on two different length scales. The dynamical heterogeneity was further explored
in [62] by resolving the dynamics of subpopulations of different contact number. The
authors concluded that spatially heterogeneous dynamics alone cannot explain the
dynamical heterogeneity of colloidal gels.
Mossa et al. [63] calculated the ground-state energies and geometries for isolated
clusters of varying size and interparticle potential with both short-range attraction
and long-range repulsion. For certain parameters of the interparticle potential, the
ground-state energy is minimized at a finite cluster size, supporting the idea of stable
cluster phases. For other combinations, the ground-state energy per particle is nearly
constant above a certain cluster size, suggesting a highly polydisperse cluster phase.
For both of these cases, above a certain size, the ground-state clusters grow preferen-
tially in a nearly one-dimensional fashion. These linear clusters become thinner with
increasing repulsion. The authors suggest that when linear growth is preferential,
finite but small temperatures (large but finite strengths of attraction) could favor
branching and result in the formation of connected gels.
Campbell et al. [64] performed confocal microscopy experiments to study charged
colloid-polymer mixtures for φ < 0.3. The range of attraction was fixed at 0.2a. At a
strength of attraction of 9kT , the authors observed stable clusters that grew in size
with increasing φ until they formed a connected gel. They give evidence that the gel
consists of dense chains of particles with a structure similar to that of Bernal spirals
[65].
Sciortino et al. [66] performed BD simulations of monodisperse suspensions with
short-range attraction and long-range repulsion for φ = 0.04–0.16. The authors chose
the potential parameters such that the Bernal spiral is the ground-state for isolated
clusters as seen by images in [63]. They also chose parameters similar to those in
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Campbell et al. [64]. In both cases, the authors observed Bernal spiral type structures
in the resulting gels and suggest that branching mechanisms play a role in forming
the macroscopically percolated gel.
Charbonneau and Reichman [67] performed ND simulations of monodisperse sus-
pensions with short-range attraction and long-range repulsion. The study was per-
formed in only two dimensions, and the authors give evidence of a microphase sep-
aration or mobile cluster phase as opposed to global phase separation for certain
combinations of the interparticle potential. They also suggest that gels may form via
arrested microphase separation.
1.2 Rheology
In this work, we investigate the linear viscoelastic response of colloidal gels formed
by short-range attraction. In linear viscoelastic theory [68], the stress of a material is
linearly related to its strain history through a convolution with its relaxation modulus
G(t). The relaxation modulus represents the stress response of a material to an
instantaneous step strain. For most materials, this linear relationship can be observed
as long as the strains are sufficiently small. The relaxation modulus G(t) is related
by Fourier transform to the frequency dependent elastic and viscous moduli G′(ω)
and G′′(ω), respectively, where ω is the frequency. The most common method used
to study viscoelasticity of particle suspensions is oscillatory shear. The suspension
is subject to an oscillating strain at a given frequency with the maximum strain
amplitude within the linear regime, and G′(ω) and G′′(ω) are determined at that
frequency from the oscillating stress response. Alternatively, the suspension can be
subject to a steady shear for a specified time and then held at that strain (which
must be in the linear regime) while the stress relaxes. The stress response during
both shear and relaxation can be used to directly obtain G(t). Both G(t) and G′(ω)
are measures of stored elastic energy with t ≈ 1/ω [69, p. 43].
Even hard-sphere suspensions exhibit linear viscoelasticity [70, 71]. “At low fre-
quencies, shear-induced perturbations are relaxed by Brownian motion; this dissipates
energy, and the suspension is predominantly viscous. However, at higher frequencies,
the perturbations can no longer be relaxed in the period of the oscillation; the change
in the equilibrium configuration results in energy storage and hence in an increase in
the elastic component” [71].
With the addition of short-range attraction, the zero-shear viscosity of the sus-
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pension increases with increasing strength of attraction until it is no longer practical
to measure and, instead, an apparent yield stress is measured [9]. For colloidal gels
formed by short-range attraction, the strain below which linear viscoelasticity is ob-
served decreases with increasing strength of attraction and with decreasing range of
attraction and can be as small as 5 × 10−4 [7]. Experimental measurements of con-
centrated colloidal gels with strong attraction are subject to poor reproducibility due
the extremely limited range of the linear regime and sensitivity to gel preparation
and shear history [9]. Colloidal gels often exhibit two relaxation times, similar to
glassy materials [9, p. 212] (see also [49]). While particles are locally confined due to
caging in a glass, they are confined due to bonds in a gel. At short times, particles
are free to diffuse within their confined environment, and this sets the β relaxation
time. The time required for particles to diffuse out of their confined environment
sets the α relaxation time. For gels, as the strength of attraction increases and the
particles become more confined, the α relaxation time increases. These relaxation
processes are often well described by stretched exponentials indicating the presence
of many modes with a wide distribution of time scales.
Shah et al. [7] performed rheological experiments with colloid-polymer mixtures
with short-range attraction for φ = 0.4. They used ranges of attraction 2Rg/a = 0.05,
0.12, and 0.18. For low strengths of attraction (fluid-like suspensions), the elastic
modulus becomes larger than the viscous modulus above a crossover frequency which
is related to the β relaxation time corresponding to cage breaking. For strengths of
attraction above the gel transition, a second crossover frequency is observed which
corresponds to the α relaxation time and moves to lower frequencies with increasing
strength of attraction. Within the gel region, the dynamic moduli are weakly depen-
dent on frequency, and the viscous modulus displays a minimum. The elastic modulus
increases with strength of attraction following a power law with an exponent≈ 4.4.
The authors also determined MCT-PRISM predictions for dynamic moduli and found
theoretical results to be larger than experimental results by about a factor of 100.
The authors applied a correction based on the heterogeneous structure and observed
near quantitative agreement. The authors also found the dependence of the elastic
modulus on volume fraction, range of attraction, and strength of attraction to collapse
when scaled properly with the localization length as calculated by MCT-PRISM.
Laurati et al. [8] performed scattering, microscopy, and rheology experiments
with colloid-polymer mixtures with short-range attraction for φ = 0.4. The range
of attraction was fixed at 2Rg/a = 0.16, and the strength of attraction varied from
0 to 90kT . Within the gel region, the dynamic moduli are weakly dependent on
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frequency, and the viscous modulus displays a minimum. The authors suggest that
the frequency at which this minimum occurs might be associated with a transition
from β to α relaxation. The elastic modulus of the gels increases linearly with the
strength of attraction. The authors also determined MCT-PRISM predictions for
dynamic moduli and found theoretical results to be larger than experimental results
by about a factor of 4. The authors applied the same analysis done by [7] to correct
for heterogeneous structure, and the agreement was worse. Note that MCT assumes
a homogeneous equilibrium fluid-like structure.
Ramakrishnan et al. [72] performed scattering and rheological experiments with
colloid-polymer mixtures with short-range attraction for φ = 0.19–0.42. The range
of attraction was fixed at 2Rg/a = 0.16. The elastic modulus scaled with volume
fraction as a power law with exponents varying from 9 near the gel boundary to 5
deeper in the gel. When shear was applied, the clusters in the gel were broken up.
Upon cessation of shear, the clusters immediately reformed, and the elastic modulus
recovered to its presheared value. The recovery of the modulus did not correlate with
changes in microstructure on length scales larger than a particle diameter indicating
that the elastic response is dominated by structural length scales much smaller than
a particle diameter, perhaps on the order of the range of attraction or the localization
length.
To date, there have been few simulation studies on the linear viscoelasticity of
colloidal gels formed by physical attractions (i.e., not chemical gels) with most being
limited to BD simulations. Heyes et al. [73] performed BD simulations of colloidal
suspensions with short-range repulsion and obtained linear viscoelastic properties by
two methods: 1) the Green-Kubo formula and stress autocorrelation function; 2)
oscillatory shear.
Lodge and Heyes [53, 54, 55] performed BD simulations of monodisperse sus-
pensions with short-range attraction modeled by Lennard-Jones type interactions for
φ ≤ 0.2 and observed the formation of transient gels with structure and rheology both
sensitive to the range of attraction. The linear viscoelastic properties were character-
ized using the Green-Kubo formula and stress autocorrelation function. The authors
report on the infinite-frequency modulus and the equilibrium modulus as obtained
from the stress autocorrelation function at zero time and long time, respectively, and
on the dynamic moduli.
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1.3 Summary
In this work, we study suspensions of particles with short-range depletion attraction
and long-range screened electrostatic repulsion with parameters chosen to match the
systems studied by Dibble et al. [5] and Shah et al. [7]. We vary the strength and
range of attraction, strength of repulsion, and volume fraction. Equilibrium predic-
tions and dynamic simulations are employed to study the effect of these interparticle
interactions on the suspension microstructure and dynamics and rheology.
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Chapter 2
Mathematical Description and
Numerical Methods
This chapter will describe interparticle interactions relevant to the systems of inter-
est, theoretical prediction of equilibrium phase diagrams and algorithms for dynamic
simulation including a new algorithm called Fast Lubrication Dynamics which has
been developed as part of this work. Figures are found at the end of this chapter in
Section 2.4.
2.1 Interparticle Interactions
The wide variety of observed phenomena in colloidal suspensions can largely be at-
tributed to the variety in interparticle interactions in the presence of hydrodynamic
interactions and Brownian motion. The interparticle interactions can be described
by potentials, and in this work we consider only pair-wise approximations of the form
V P(r), where r is the distance between particle centers. The resulting force between
particles is obtained as the negative gradient of the potential.
2.1.1 Hard-Sphere Potential
The hard-sphere potential is given by
V PHS(r) =
{
∞, r < 2a,
0, r ≥ 2a, (2.1)
where a is the particle radius. In a suspension of hard-spheres, particles do not
interact with each other except to prevent overlapping volumes.
2.1.2 Asakura-Oosawa (AO) Potential
The addition of non-adsorbing polymer to a colloidal suspension induces a depletion
attraction between particles, where the strength and range can be controlled by the
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polymer concentration and size, respectively. The Asakura-Oosawa (AO) potential
[74–76] was derived to describe this type of interaction. It assumes there are no direct
interactions between particles or between particles and polymer. Combined with a
hard repulsive core, the AO potential is given by
V PAO(r) =

∞, r < 2a,
−ΠpVoverlap, 2a ≤ r ≤ 2a(1 + ξ),
0, r > 2a(1 + ξ),
(2.2)
where Πp is the osmotic pressure of the polymer solution, Voverlap is the volume of the
overlapping depletion zone between two particles and is given by
Voverlap =
4pi
3
a3(1 + ξ)3
(
1− 3
4
(
r/a
1 + ξ
)
+
1
16
(
r/a
1 + ξ
)3)
, (2.3)
and ξ is the ratio of polymer radius to particle radius, which can be estimated as
ξ =
Rg
a
, (2.4)
where Rg is the radius of gyration of the polymer in the solvent. Assuming the
polymer solution is ideal, Πp is given by [37]
Πp =
npkT
α
, (2.5)
where np is the number density of the polymer in the sample volume, k is Boltzmann’s
constant, T is temperature, and α is the solution free-volume fraction, which can be
approximated as [32]
α = (1− φ) exp (−Aγ −Bγ2 − Cγ3) , (2.6)
where
γ = φ/(1− φ), (2.7)
A = 3ξ + 3ξ2 + ξ3, (2.8)
B =
9
2
ξ2 + 3ξ3 (2.9)
C = 3ξ3. (2.10)
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Defining the polymer overlap concentration as
n∗p =
3
4piR3g
, (2.11)
V PAO(r) can be written in dimensionless form as
V PAO(r)
kT
=

∞, r < 2a,
− np
αn∗p
(
1 + ξ
ξ
)3(
1− 3
4
(
r/a
1 + ξ
)
+
1
16
(
r/a
1 + ξ
)3)
, 2a ≤ r ≤ 2a(1 + ξ),
0, r > 2a(1 + ξ).
(2.12)
In experimental work, colloid-polymer mixtures are often characterized by the
reduced polymer concentration, np/n
∗
p, and polymer size, ξ. In this work, we charac-
terize systems by the magnitude of V PAO(r) at contact, A, and the range of attraction,
δA, where
A
kT
=
np
αn∗p
(
3
2
1
ξ
+ 1
)
, (2.13)
δA
a
= 2ξ. (2.14)
Figures 2.1 and 2.2 illustrate the interparticle potential V PAO(r) and resulting force for
different values of A and δA.
2.1.3 Yukawa Potential
Charged particles in suspension interact via screened electrostatic repulsion [9]. A
simple potential often used to describe these interactions is the Yukawa potential [59].
Combined with a hard repulsive core, the Yukawa potential is given by
V PY (r) =
 ∞, r < 2a,R
r/2a
exp (−κ(r − 2a)) , r ≥ 2a, (2.15)
where R is the strength of the potential at contact, and κ
−1 is the screening length.
Figures 2.3 and 2.4 illustrate the interparticle potential V PY (r) and resulting force for
different values of R and κ
−1.
Equation (2.15) accurately describes the electrostatic interactions between widely
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separated particles, and R may be estimated from physical parameters as
R
kT
=
(
Q/e
1 + κa
)2
λb
2a
, (2.16)
where Q is the particle surface charge, e is the charge of an electron, and λb is the
Bjerrum length. For particles in non-dilute suspensions or near contact with other
particles, the electrostatics become more complicated, but we do not seek to resolve
them in this work and continue to use the pair-wise Yukawa potential for its simplicity.
2.1.4 Combined AO and Yukawa Potential
Figure 2.5 illustrates the combined interparticle potential V PAO(r)+V
P
Y (r) and resulting
force for sample parameters. For particles separated by a gap greater than δA, the
repulsive part of the potential will tend to keep the particles well dispersed. However,
the effects of Brownian motion may result in particles diffusing over the repulsive
barrier and falling into the attractive well, forming bonds. These bonds have finite
lifetimes as the particles may diffuse back out of the well. The time scale for bond
breaking or the bond lifetime scales like exp(A/kT ) [12, p. 329]. Similarly, the time
scale for bond formation scales like exp(R/kT ).
2.1.5 Modified Potentials
Algorithms for dynamic simulation of colloidal suspensions may require modification
of the interparticle potential for a variety of reasons including numerical stability and
accuracy. For example, the Brownian Dynamics algorithm described in Section 2.3.5
is unable to use a potential with a hard-core and requires a potential with a softer core.
The Fast Lubrication Dynamics algorithm described in Sections 2.3.6 can handle a
potential with a hard-core but may benefit from an additional short-range repulsion
to help prevent particle overlaps. For each of these algorithms, time integration
schemes impose requirements for the continuity of the interparticle potential and its
derivatives for all possible interparticle separations. To help meet these continuity
requirements, we introduce a smoothing function w(x, β) given by
w(x, β) = 1− (1− x)β. (2.17)
This function is illustrated in Figure 2.6 for different values of β and has the following
properties: w = 0 at x = 0, w = 1 at x = 1, and dw/dx = 0 at x = 1. The application
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of this smoothing function to the interparticle potentials along with the description of
a potential with short-range repulsion will be described in the following three sections.
2.1.6 Modified Potential for Brownian Dynamics
Brownian Dynamics simulations often employ a soft-core potential such as the fol-
lowing power law potential
V PPL(r) = kT
(
2a
r
)n
, (2.18)
where n = 36 is a common choice for the exponent [73]. When this potential is com-
bined with V PAO(r) and V
P
Y (r), the location of the minimum potential is not constant
with changing parameters (i.e., A, δA, R, κ) and can even be located at separations
r < 2a. To maintain the location of the minimum potential at a value of r = 2a, we
define the following soft-core potential
V PSC(r) =
{
SC(r/a− 2)2, r < 2a,
0, r ≥ 2a, (2.19)
where SC determines the strength of the potential. Figure 2.7 compares the potentials
V PHS(r), V
P
PL(r), and V
P
SC(r) as well as their resulting forces.
The Brownian Dynamics algorithm described in Section 2.3.5 requires continuity
of the interparticle potential and its first derivative for r ∈ (0,∞). To meet this
requirement we define the following modified potentials
V PAO,BD(r) =

−A, r < 2a,
V PAO(2a) +
(
V PAO(r)− V PAO(2a)
)
w
(
r − 2a
δA
, βBD
)
, 2a ≤ r ≤ 2a+ δA,
0, r > 2a+ δA,
(2.20)
V PY,BD(r) =

R, r < 2a,
V PY (2a) +
(
V PY (r)− V PY (2a)
)
w
(
r − 2a
δA
, βBD
)
, 2a ≤ r ≤ 2a+ δA,
V PY (r), r > 2a+ δA.
(2.21)
For the Brownian Dynamics simulations in this work, we define the total interparticle
potential as
V PBD(r) = V
P
SC(r) + V
P
AO,BD(r) + V
P
Y,BD(r). (2.22)
This potential is illustrated in Figure 2.8 for sample parameters. Note that while
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increasing βBD still maintains the desired continuity, the time step required to ac-
curately resolve the smoothed potential will decrease. For simulations in this work,
βBD = 8 and SC/kT = 10
3.
2.1.7 Modified Potential for Fast Lubrication Dynamics
In the Fast Lubrication Dynamics algorithm described in Section 2.3.6, a hard-core
potential is enforced, and the algorithm requires continuity of the potential and its
first and second derivatives for r ∈ (2a,∞). While V PY (r) satisfies these requirements,
the second derivative of V PAO(r) is discontinuous at r = 2a+ δA. The discontinuity is
removed by applying the smoothing function to V PAO(r) to give the following modified
potential
V PAO,FLD(r) =

∞, r < 2a,
V PAO(2a+ δA)+(
V PAO(r)− V PAO(2a+ δA)
)
w
(
2a+ δA − r
δA
, βFLD
)
, 2a ≤ r ≤ 2a+ δA,
0, r > 2a+ δA.
(2.23)
For the Fast Lubrication Dynamics simulations in this work, we define the total
interparticle potential as
V PFLD(r) = V
P
AO,FLD(r) + V
P
Y (r). (2.24)
This potential is illustrated in Figure 2.9 for sample parameters. For simulations in
this work, βFLD = 4.
2.1.8 Alternative Potential for Fast Lubrication Dynamics
To help prevent particle overlaps in Fast Lubrication Dynamics simulations, a short-
range repulsive potential can be introduced as commonly done in Stokesian Dynamics
simulations [2, p.176]. We define here a potential that mimics the behavior of V PAO(r)
with an additional short-range repulsion. This potential has continuous first and
second derivatives and is given by
V PAO,SRR(r) =

∞, r < 2a,
−A
(
V PA (r − 2a) + V PR (r − 2a)
)
, 2a ≤ r ≤ 2a+ δR,
−A
(
V PA (r − 2a)
)
, 2a+ δR ≤ r ≤ 2a+ δA,
0, r > 2a+ δA,
(2.25)
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V PA (δ) = 1− 2
(
δ
δA
)
+ 2
(
δ
δA
)3
−
(
δ
δA
)4
, (2.26)
V PR (δ) =
δR
δA
(
5
3
+ 2 ln
(
δ
δR
)
− 3
(
δ
δR
)2
+
4
3
(
δ
δR
)3)
, (2.27)
where δR gives the range of the repulsion. This potential is only used for a specific
comparison in Section 4.2.2 with δR = δA/10.
2.2 Equilibrium Phase Diagrams
At constant temperature T and density ρ, a system is in thermodynamic equilibrium
when its Helmholtz free energy density Aρ is minimized (A is the Helmholtz free
energy per particle). In some cases, Aρ is minimized by the coexistence of two or
more phases, each with different ρ but identical pressure P and chemical potential
µcp. The fraction of the total system in each phase is determined by a material
balance. The quantities P and µcp can be derived from A by the following relations
P = ρ2
(
∂A
∂ρ
)
T
, (2.28)
µcp = A+
P
ρ
. (2.29)
We may express A as the sum of an ideal and an excess part [77, pp. 21–22],
A = Aid + Aex, (2.30)
where the ideal part Aid is the Helmholtz free energy per particle of an ideal gas, and
the excess part Aex contains the contributions due to interparticle interactions. At
the same T , ρ, and particle mass, the value of Aid is identical for all phases, and we
need only determine Aex for which we employ first-order thermodynamic perturbation
theories. In these theories, the interparticle potential V P(r) is divided into a reference
contribution V P0 (r) and a perturbation contribution W
P(r), i.e.,
V P(r) = V P0 (r) +W
P(r). (2.31)
Aex is then determined as
Aex = A0 + A1, (2.32)
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where A0 is the excess Helmholtz free energy per particle of the reference system, and
A1 is the first-order perturbation correction.
For potentials with hard-cores (e.g., V PAO(r), V
P
FLD(r)) we employ the theory de-
veloped by Barker and Henderson [78], where the reference system is a hard-sphere
system at the same ρ as the system of interest. We then have
V P0 (r) = V
P
HS(r), (2.33)
A0 = A
ex
HS, (2.34)
A1 = 2piρ
∫ ∞
0
WP(r)gHS(r)r
2dr, (2.35)
where V PHS(r), A
ex
HS, and gHS(r) are the interparticle potential, excess Helmholtz free
energy per particle, and radial distribution function, respectively, of the reference
hard-sphere system. AexHS can be determined by the following relation
Aex =
∫ ρ
0
Z − 1
ρ′
dρ′, at constant T , (2.36)
and an appropriate equation of state for the compressibility factor Z = P/ρkT .
For potentials with soft-cores (e.g., V PBD(r)) we employ the theory developed by
Weeks et al. [79] and Andersen et al. [80] (WCA), with the reference potential defined
as
V P0 (r) =
{
V P(r)− V P(λ), r < λ,
0, r ≥ λ, (2.37)
where λ defines the location of the division. For the interparticle potentials V PBD(r)
defined in Equation (2.22), we use λ = 2a. The reference system is represented by a
hard-sphere system with diameter dHS determined by the WCA criterion:∫ ∞
0
(
exp(−V P0 (r)/kT )− exp(−V PHS(r)/kT )
)
yHS(r)r
2dr = 0, (2.38)
where the function yHS(r) is defined as
yHS(r) = gHS(r) exp(V
P
HS(r)/kT ), (2.39)
and can be approximated by the method of Henderson and Grundke [81] (see also
[82]). The terms A0 and A1 are then determined with Equations (2.34)–(2.36) using
a hard-sphere system with diameter dHS.
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In this work, we consider only the disordered fluid phase and the face-centered
cubic (FCC) crystal phase. For the hard-sphere fluid, we employ the Carnahan and
Starling [83] equation of state, and gHS(r) is determined by applying the Verlet and
Weis [4] correction to the Percus-Yevick solution obtained by the method of Perram
[84]. For the hard-sphere FCC crystal, we employ the Hall [85] equation of state with
the results of Alder et al. [86], and gHS(r) is determined by the method of Choi et al.
[82].
As an example of constructing an equilibrium phase diagram, consider a hard-
sphere system. Figure 2.10 plots Aexρ as a function of φ for the disordered fluid
and FCC crystal phases. Recall that Aexρ is minimized at equilibrium, and in some
cases, this occurs when two or more phases coexist, where the coexisting phases have
different densities but identical pressure and chemical potential. In Figure 2.10 we
can see that Aexρ is minimized by the fluid phase at low φ and by the crystal phase
at high φ. At intermediate φ, close inspection indicates that Aexρ is minimized by
coexisting fluid and crystal phases, assuming that the bulk Aexρ is determined by a
linear combination of Aexρ for each phase.
A straight line is drawn such that it is tangent to both the fluid and crystal energy
curves. The points at which this double tangent line intersects the energy curves give
the volume fractions of the coexisting fluid and crystal phases as φ = 0.49 and 0.55,
respectively. The double tangent line ensures that these coexisting phases have equal
P and µcp (from Equation (2.29), −P is the intercept, and 3µcp/4pia3 is the slope).
For bulk /phi between these points, the bulk Aexρ is given by the double tangent line.
The resulting equilibrium phase diagram for hard-spheres is shown in Figure 2.11.
In practice, φ for the coexisting phases are determined by a nonlinear solution of
Equations (2.28) and (2.29). This process is repeated for different parameters of the
interparticle potentials V PAO(r), V
P
BD(r), and V
P
FLD(r) to construct equilibrium phase
diagrams as functions of A and φ for different values of δA and R.
2.3 Dynamic Simulation
The translational motion of N rigid particles with radius a suspended in an incom-
pressible Newtonian fluid with viscosity ηs is described by the Langevin equation
m
∂U
∂t
= F H + F B + F P, (2.40)
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together with
∂x
∂t
= U , (2.41)
where m is the particle mass, U and x are the particle velocities and positions,
respectively, and F H, F B, and F P are the hydrodynamic, Brownian, and interparticle
forces, respectively, exerted on the particles. Each of these velocity, position, and
force vectors have a length of 3N . Hydrodynamic forces arise due to the drag on
the particles as they move through the fluid and will be described in Section 2.3.1.
Brownian forces arise due to thermal fluctuations in the fluid and will be described in
Section 2.3.2. Interparticle forces are obtained from the gradient of the interparticle
potentials. The total interparticle force on particle α can be expressed as
F Pα = −
N∑
β=1,β 6=α
∂V P(|rαβ|)
∂rαβ
, (2.42)
where
rαβ = xβ − xα. (2.43)
The ambient fluid velocity u∞ at a position x will be defined by the following
linear expansion
u∞(x) = U∞ +L∞ · x. (2.44)
The symmetric part of L∞ is called the rate-of-strain tensor E∞ and is given by
E∞ij =
1
2
(
L∞ij + L
∞
ji
)
. (2.45)
The antisymmetric part of L∞ is called the rotational tensor, and its 3 independent
elements are represented by a pseudovector Ω∞ given by
Ω∞i = −
1
2
ijkL
∞
jk, (2.46)
where ijk is the permutation triadic. We can then write
u∞(x) = U∞ +Ω∞ × x+E∞ · x. (2.47)
All dynamic simulations in this work employ three-dimensional periodic bound-
aries to represent an unbounded system.
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2.3.1 Hydrodynamic Interactions
As particles in a suspension move, they induce motion of the fluid which then af-
fects the motion of all other particles. These long-range, many-body interactions are
termed hydrodynamic interactions and are mathematically described by the resis-
tance matrix R. Through R, the hydrodynamic forces F H, torques T H and stresslets
SH exerted by the fluid on the particles are linearly related to the motion of the
particles relative to the fluid in the following manner
F H1
F H2
...
T H1
T H2
...
SH1
SH2
...

= R ·

u∞(x1)−U 1
u∞(x2)−U 2
...
Ω∞ − ω1
Ω∞ − ω2
...
E∞
E∞
...

, (2.48)
where ωα is the angular velocity of particle α. Henceforth, we will use the following
generalized notation for a system of N particles F
H
T H
SH
 = R ·
 u
∞(x)−U
Ω∞ − ω
E∞
 . (2.49)
The resistance matrix is often divided into submatrices, with two common forms
written as [87]  F
H
T H
SH
 = ηs
 A B˜ G˜B C H˜
G H M
 ·
 u
∞(x)−U
Ω∞ − ω
E∞
 , (2.50)
and [88] 
(
F H
T H
)
SH
 = ( RFU RFE
RSU RSE
)
·

(
u∞(x)−U
Ω∞ − ω
)
E∞
 . (2.51)
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Single Sphere
For a system composed of a single sphere, the one-body resistance matrix R1B is
defined as
R1B =
 6piηsaI 0 00 8piηsa2I 0
0 0 20
3
piηsa
3I4
 , (2.52)
where I and I4 are the second- and fourth-rank identity tensors, respectively.
Two Spheres
For a system of two spheres, the two-body resistance matrix R2B can be defined in
terms of the relative particle positions and a set of scalar resistance functions [87].
Far-field forms of the resistance functions are valid for particles widely separated and
are given as expansions in a/r, where r is the center-to-center separation. Near-field
forms are valid for particles near contact and are given as a collection of terms in δ,
the surface-to-surface gap, with most resistance functions having singular terms of
O(a/δ) and O(ln(a/δ)) obtained from lubrication theory. A proper combination of
the two forms gives results valid for arbitrary separations [2, p. 29].
Many Spheres: Method of Reflections
For many spheres, the method of reflections generates a series of approximations
through the combination of a multipole expansion and a complementary set of Faxe´n
Laws [87]. The multipole expansion gives the fluid velocity induced by the motion of
the particles as a function of the hydrodynamic forces and higher order force moments.
The set of Faxe´n Laws give the force moments as functions of the fluid velocity. By
combining these equations, the method of reflections approximation to the resistance
matrix can be expressed as
RMR = (I −R)−1 ·R1B, (2.53)
where R is called the reflection operator, and R1B has been generalized for the N -
body system. This approximation converges rapidly for widely separated particles.
In principle, the exact solution is obtained for all separations by including an infinite
number of terms in the multipole expansion and using an infinite set of Faxe´n Laws.
However, this is not practical, and several alternatives are presented in Sections 2.3.4–
2.3.6.
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2.3.2 Brownian Motion
Thermal fluctuations in the fluid give rise to Brownian motion. These randommotions
are uncorrelated on the time scale of particle motion but are correlated at a given
instant by the fluctuation dissipation theorem〈(
F B
T B
)
t
〉
=
(
0
0
)
, (2.54)
〈(
F B
T B
)
t
(
F B
T B
)
t+τ
〉
= 2kTδD(τ)RFU , (2.55)
where δD(τ) is the Dirac delta function. Following Ermak and McCammon [89] we
integrate Equation (2.40) twice over a time step ∆t that is small compared to the time
over which the configuration changes but large compared to the inertial relaxation
time of the suspension (τp = m/6piηsa). The result
∆x =
(
U∞ +R−1FU ·RFE : E∞ +R−1FU · F P
)
∆t+R−1FU ·F B∆t+kT∇·R−1FU∆t (2.56)
gives the particle displacements with an error of O(∆t2). In addition to a random
displacement, the Brownian forces give rise to a deterministic displacement which is
called the mean drift and describes the tendency of particles to diffuse toward regions
of greater mobility. We define the mean drift velocity as
UMD = kT∇ ·R−1FU . (2.57)
We now define a few other useful quantities including the short-time self-diffusivity
Ds as
Ds = kT
1
3N
〈
N∑
i=1
(
R−1FU
)
ii
〉
, (2.58)
the short-time self-diffusivity of an isolated particle D0 as
D0 =
kT
6piηsa
, (2.59)
the Brownian or diffusive time tB as
tB =
a2
D0
=
6piηsa
3
kT
(2.60)
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which represents the time required for an isolated particle to diffuse a distance com-
parable to its size, and the dimensionless Pe´clet number as
Pe =
a2γ˙
D0
=
6piηsa
3γ˙
kT
(2.61)
which indicates the relative importance of shear and Brownian forces.
2.3.3 Suspension Stress
The suspension stress is given by [90]
σ = I.T. + σE + σB + σP, (2.62)
where I.T. is an isotropic term, ρ is the particle number, and
σE =2ηs 〈E∞〉 − ρ
〈(
RSU ·R−1FU ·RFE −RSE
)
: E∞
〉
, (2.63)
σB =− ρ 〈kT∇ · (RSU ·R−1FU)+ xF B〉 , (2.64)
σP =− ρ 〈(RSU ·R−1FU + xI) · F P〉 . (2.65)
The angle brackets in Equations (2.62)–(2.65) denote an average over all particles.
Due to the random nature of the Brownian forces, we find that
〈
xF B
〉
only makes an
isotropic contribution to the stress. However, its inclusion can be helpful in reducing
the random fluctuations in the stress of individual configurations as shown in [2].
For a system undergoing steady shear with the flow along the x axis, the shear
gradient along the y axis, and the shear rate given by γ˙, we have
L∞ =
 0 γ˙ 00 0 0
0 0 0
 , (2.66)
and the suspension viscosity η is determined as
η
ηs
=
σxy
γ˙ηs
. (2.67)
The infinite-frequency dynamic viscosity η′∞ is defined in the regime where Pe→∞
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and all forces and torques become negligible giving [70]
η′∞
ηs
= 1− ρ
γ˙ηs
〈(
RSU ·R−1FU ·RFE −RSE
)
: E∞
〉
xy
. (2.68)
2.3.4 Stokesian Dynamics (SD)
As discussed earlier, the method of reflections does not provide a practical treatment
of hydrodynamic interactions in non-dilute suspensions. Several alternatives have
been presented, and one of the most successful is that of Stokesian Dynamics (SD)
[88, 91], where the resistance matrix is approximated by a many-body matrix and a
lubrication correction:
RSD = RMB +RLUB. (2.69)
The many-body matrix RMB is constructed by the method of reflections using a
truncated multipole expansion. This truncation results in errors for particles in close
contact where so called lubrication effects are important. The lubrication matrix
RLUB corrects for these errors by adding in the exact two-body interactions R2B and
subtracting off the two-body approximations by the truncated method of reflections
R2B,MB to avoid double counting, i.e.,
RLUB = R2B −R2B,MB. (2.70)
RMB is a dense matrix whose formation is computationally intensive, while RLUB is
a sparse matrix due its short range and is easily formed by a pairwise construction.
SD in its original form has a computational cost for hydrodynamic interactions that
scales like O(N3), but modified algorithms [2, 92, 93] have been developed for SD
with computational costs for hydrodynamic interactions that scale like O(N lnN).
SD results presented in this work are obtained from the work of Viera [2] and Meng
[3] as well as the author’s own implementation, the details of which are not provided
here.
2.3.5 Brownian Dynamics (BD)
A far simpler and more common approach is classical Brownian Dynamics (BD) [94,
95], where all hydrodynamic interactions are ignored, and each particle is subjected
to an isotropic resistance. For the BD simulations in this work, we are only concerned
with the translational motion of the particles under quiescent conditions, and we do
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not calculate any stresses. Thus, we need only define a single isotropic term R0FU
which relates F H to U ,
F H = −R0FUU , (2.71)
and defines Ds as
Ds =
kT
R0FU
. (2.72)
In many implementations of BD, the one-body term is used for R0FU , while in oth-
ers such as [96], R0FU is chosen to match Ds with the value obtained by including
hydrodynamic interactions. For the BD simulations in this work, we choose R0FU to
match Ds with the value obtained from SD for equilibrium hard-sphere suspensions
with the same N and φ. The values of Ds obtained with SD and the corresponding
values of R0FU are given in Table 2.1.
We use the following expression for F B which satisfies the fluctuation dissipation
theorem
F B =
√
2kTR0FU
∆t
Φ, (2.73)
where the random vector Φ has zero mean and variance of one, i.e.,
〈Φ(t)〉 = 0, (2.74)
〈Φ(t)Φ(t+∆t)〉 = δD(∆t)I. (2.75)
Under quiescent conditions, Equation (2.56) reduces to
∆x =
1
R0FU
(
F P + F B
)
∆t, (2.76)
which can be written in the form of Euler’s method as follows:
x(1) = x(t), (2.77)
U (1) =
1
R0FU
(
F P(x(1)) + F B(x(1))
)
, (2.78)
x(t+∆t) = x(t) +U (1)∆t. (2.79)
This first-order integration scheme requires continuity of the function being inte-
grated. Noting that the expected displacement due to F B is zero, we find that we
need only require continuity of F P. For this purpose, the modified interparticle po-
tential V PBD(r) was defined in Equation (2.22) for use with BD simulations in this
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work. With the soft-core in V PBD(r), we are not concerned with particle overlaps and
allow them to occur during the simulation. For BD simulations in this work, the time
step was between ∆t/tB = 1 × 10−5 and 5 × 10−5. All simulations were run serially
on generic 2.33 GHz quad-core workstations with run times varying between 0.5 and
3.5 hours per 100tB.
2.3.6 Fast Lubrication Dynamics (FLD)
While BD simulations provide great simplicity and ease of use, they lack the hy-
drodynamic interactions which can play an important role in dense suspensions and
rheological applications. Despite the improvements to SD, the algorithms remain
computationally intensive and are not sufficiently fast for the long simulations re-
quired in this work. Several hybrid algorithms have been developed which combine
an isotropic matrix with a pair-wise lubrication matrix resulting in fast algorithms
that scale nearly like O(N) [97–100]. This approach was also used in the calculation
of Brownian quantities in [101] while the full SD implementation was used for all
other quantities. As part of this work, we have developed a new algorithm which we
call Fast Lubrication Dynamics (FLD) wherein the resistance matrix is approximated
by an isotropic matrix and a lubrication matrix:
RFLD = RISO +RLUB. (2.80)
The lubrication matrix is defined as
RLUB = ηs
 A B˜ G˜B C H˜
G H M
 (2.81)
and is constructed by adding the two-body interactions obtained with the scalar
resistance functions defined by a subset of the singular near-field terms. The isotropic
matrix is defined as
RISO =
 R0FUI 0 00 R0TΩI 0
0 0 R0SEI4
 , (2.82)
where the identity tensors follow the N -body generalized notation, and the terms
R0FU , R0TΩ , and R0SE are chosen to match certain average properties of R
FLD with
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those of the more accurate RSD. In general, these terms are functions of φ, N , and
the form of the lubrication scalar functions, and they are independent of the ambient
flow field.
In this work, we retain only terms of O(a/δ) in the lubrication interactions, in
which case the resistance matrix reduces to
RFLD =
 R0FUI + ηsA 0 ηsG˜0 R0TΩI 0
ηsG 0 R0SEI4 + ηsM
 . (2.83)
The torques and angular velocities are decoupled from the rest of the problem and
are of little interest for the spherical particles with centrosymmetric potentials in this
work. We can then write(
F H
SH
)
=
(
R0FUI + ηsA ηsG˜
ηsG R0SEI4 + ηsM
)
·
(
u∞(x)−U
E∞
)
. (2.84)
Furthermore, considering only terms of O(a/δ) in the lubrication interactions, the
following relations hold (see Appendix A for proofs)
A · u∞(x) + G˜ : E∞ = 0, (2.85)
G · u∞(x) +M : E∞ = 0, (2.86)
and we can write(
F H −R0FUu∞(x)
SH
)
=
(
R0FUI + ηsA 0
ηsG R0SEI4
)
·
(
−U
E∞
)
. (2.87)
Given F H and u∞, we may solve for U and the SH by using Equation (2.84):
U = u∞(x)− (R0FUI + ηsA)−1 ·
(
F H − ηsG˜ : E∞
)
, (2.88)
SH = ηsG · (u∞(x)−U ) + (R0SEI4 + ηsM) : E∞, (2.89)
or by using Equation (2.87):
U = − (R0FUI + ηsA)−1 ·
(
F H −R0FUu∞(x)
)
, (2.90)
SH = R0SEE
∞ − ηsG ·U . (2.91)
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Care must be taken when using Equation 2.87 with a periodic system since Uα and
u∞(xα) are not the same for every image of particle α.
Lubrication
The lubrication interactions are defined in terms of the relative particle positions and
a set of scalar resistance functions. For a pair of particles α and β, we define the
following measures of separation
r = |xβ − xα| , (2.92)
d =
xβ − xα
r
, (2.93)
δ = r − 2a, (2.94)
and the following scalar resistance functions
XA11 =
3pia2
2δ
, (2.95)
XG11 =
3pia3
2δ
, (2.96)
XM11 =
pia4
δ
. (2.97)
The lubrication matrices A, G, G˜, andM can be defined in terms of the smaller
submatrices Aαβ, Gαβ, G˜αβ, Mαβ, respectively. For α 6= β, these submatrices
describe the interaction between particles α and β. For α = β, these submatrices
describe the effect of particle α on itself due to its interaction with all other particles.
The incorporation of these submatrices into the larger lubrication matrices may be
illustrated by the following example:
A =

A11 A12 · · · A1N
A21 A22 · · · A2N
...
...
. . .
...
AN1 AN2 · · · ANN
 . (2.98)
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The submatrices are defined as
Aαβ =

N∑
γ=1,γ 6=α
Aαγ, α = β,
−Aαβ, α 6= β,
(2.99)
Gαβ =

N∑
γ=1,γ 6=α
Gαγ, α = β,
−Gαβ, α 6= β,
(2.100)
G˜αβ =

N∑
γ=1,γ 6=α
G˜αγ, α = β,
−G˜αβ, α 6= β,
(2.101)
Mαβ =

N∑
γ=1,γ 6=α
Mαγ, α = β,
Mαβ, α 6= β,
(2.102)
where
Aαβij = XA11didj, (2.103)
Gαβijk = XG11
(
didj − 1
3
δij
)
dk, (2.104)
G˜αβijk = Gβαkij, (2.105)
Mαβijkl = XM11
3
2
(
didj − 1
3
δij
)(
dkdl − 1
3
δkl
)
, (2.106)
where δij is the Kronecker delta.
Figure 2.12 compares XA11 for the exact solution (minus the one-body result) [2,
p. 29] and the near-field form of O(a/δ) as given in Equation (2.95). For a fast
algorithm, we wish to use a short-range cutoff rLUB/a . 3 with each scalar resistance
function, but doing so results in a discontinuity. As will be discussed later, our FLD
implementation uses a second-order integration scheme which will require continuity
of the resistance matrix and its first derivative. In addition, we must have a way to
treat the hydrodynamic interactions for overlapping particles or particles with very
small gaps which result in an ill-conditioned system due to the divergent nature of
the lubrication interactions. To meet these requirements, we introduce a minimum
numerical gap δNUM for evaluation of hydrodynamic interactions and use the smooth-
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ing function w(x, β) defined by Equation (2.17) to add the required continuity. We
define the following modified scalar function
XA11,FLD =

XA11
[
w
(
rLUB − (2 + δNUM)
rLUB − 2 , βLUB
)]2
, r < 2 + δNUM,
XA11
[
w
(
rLUB − r
rLUB − 2 , βLUB
)]2
, 2 + δNUM ≤ r ≤ rLUB,
0, r > rLUB.
(2.107)
Figure 2.13 illustrates XA11,FLD for different values of βLUB. The other scalar functions
are modified in a similar manner. In this work, we use βLUB = 4, rLUB/a = 2.5, and
δNUM/a = 10
−3.
Isotropic Terms
In the dilute limit, RLUB → 0, and RISO should approach R1B. For finite concen-
trations, RISO attempts to describe the average effect of the far-field interactions as
well as the neglected near-field interactions. For the FLD simulations in this work,
we choose R0FU and R0SE to match the values of Ds and η
′
∞ with the values obtained
from SD for equilibrium hard-sphere suspensions with the same N and φ. The values
of R0FU and R0SE determined here are also specific to the form of R
LUB as described
in the previous section.
For several φ in the range 0.01–0.5 we determine Ds and η
′
∞ by averaging over
100 statistically independent hard-sphere configurations of 1000 particles with three-
dimensional periodic boundaries. These configurations are generated by a Monte
Carlo algorithm. Figure 2.14 plots Ds and η
′
∞ versus φ as obtained using the author’s
SD implementation and using FLD with the isotropic terms from the dilute limit (i.e.,
R0FU = 6piηsa and R0SE = (20/3)piηsa
3). The numerical calculations of Ladd [1] are
also included for validation. The values of R0FU and R0SE required by FLD to match
the values of Ds and η
′
∞ to within 1% of the values obtained with SD are given in
Table 2.1 and plotted in Figure 2.15 and are fit well by the following expressions
R0FU
6piηsa
= 1 + 2.16φ, (2.108)
R0SE
20
3
piηsa3
= 1 + 1.33φ+ 2.80φ2. (2.109)
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Table 2.1: Values of Ds and η
′
∞ obtained with SD and the values of R0FU and R0SE
required by FLD to match Ds and η
′
∞ within 1%. The isotropic term for BD is also
listed.
SD SD FLD FLD BD
φ
Ds
D0
η′∞
ηs
R0FU
6piηsa
R0SE
20
3
piηsa3
R0FU
6piηsa
0.001 0.989 1.003 1.01 1.00 1.01
0.010 0.956 1.025 1.04 1.01 1.05
0.050 0.858 1.139 1.12 1.08 1.17
0.100 0.753 1.306 1.22 1.16 1.33
0.150 0.662 1.527 1.32 1.27 1.51
0.200 0.573 1.811 1.43 1.38 1.75
0.250 0.492 2.179 1.54 1.50 2.03
0.300 0.416 2.681 1.65 1.66 2.40
0.350 0.345 3.369 1.76 1.81 2.90
0.400 0.285 4.293 1.87 1.96 3.51
0.450 0.227 5.736 1.96 2.13 4.41
0.500 0.174 7.964 2.09 2.39 5.75
Brownian Forces
We use the following expression for F B which satisfies the fluctuation dissipation
theorem
F B = F B,ISO + F B,LUB, (2.110)
where
F B,ISO =
√
2kTR0FU
∆t
Φ, (2.111)
F B,LUB =
√
2kT
∆t
D ·Ψ, (2.112)
D ·DT = A. (2.113)
The vectors Φ and Ψ are random, uncorrelated vectors with zero mean and variance
of one, i.e.,
〈Φ(t)〉 = 0, (2.114)
〈Φ(t)Φ(t+∆t)〉 = δD(∆t)I, (2.115)
〈Ψ(t)〉 = 0, (2.116)
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〈Ψ(t)Ψ(t+∆t)〉 = δD(∆t)I, (2.117)
〈Φ(t1)Ψ(t2)〉 = 0. (2.118)
We construct the matrix D as follows. Let NLUB be the number of pairs of particles
with interparticle separation r < rLUB. The indices of the particles in each pair are
stored in the vectors β(1) and β(2) such that pair i consists of particles β
(1)
i and β
(2)
i .
The 3N × 3NLUB matrix D is then defined in terms of 3× 3 submatrices Dαi which
describe the contribution of pair i to the Brownian force exerted on particle α. The
submatrices Dαi are defined as
Dαi =

√
A
β
(1)
i β
(2)
i
, α = β
(1)
i ,
−
√
A
β
(1)
i β
(2)
i
, α = β
(2)
i ,
0, otherwise,
(2.119)
where Aαβ was defined previously by Equation (2.103) and√Aαβ =√XA11,FLDdd. (2.120)
The incorporation of these submatrices into D is demonstrated as follows:
D =

D11 D12 · · · D1NLUB
D21 D22 · · · D2NLUB
...
...
. . .
...
DN1 DN2 · · · DNNLUB
 . (2.121)
Note that the vectors Φ and Ψ here have lengths of 3N and 3NLUB, respectively.
Time Integration
Particle displacements can be obtained directly from Equation (2.56) which would
require explicit evaluation of the mean drift term. Alternatively, Fixman [102, 103]
and Grassia et al. [104] showed that a second-order or higher integration scheme
leads to an evolution equation that does not require explicit calculation of the mean
drift term. Similarly, Viera [2, p. 258] has shown that a second-order or higher
integration scheme allows the calculation of the Brownian contribution to the stress
without explicit evaluation of the spatial derivatives of R. In both approaches, F B
are determined at the beginning of the time step and held constant over the time step.
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We follow these approaches and use the trapezoid rule to calculate x and σ. For the
FLD simulations in this work, we only consider ambient fluid flows with U∞ = 0.
Note that after the integration by trapezoid rule, overlaps may be present in the
system, and these are removed by an overlap correction routine similar to that used
by Viera [2, p. 168]. We also introduce a contact force F C as an additional aid to
prevent overlaps. This force is present only in stage 2 and attempts to cancel forces
in stage 1 that result in overlaps. While the calculation of F C is based on arguments
for two isolated particles, we observe good results even in dense suspensions. The
complete algorithm for determining particle trajectories is given below.
1. Stage 1
x(1) = x(t), (2.122)
F B,ISO,(1) =
√
2kTR0FU
∆t
Φ, (2.123)
F B,LUB,(1) =
√
2kT
∆t
D(x(1)) ·Ψ, (2.124)
U (1) =E∞ · x(1) + (R0FUI + ηsA(x(1)))−1 ·(
ηsG˜(x
(1)) : E∞ + F P(x(1)) + F B,ISO,(1) + F B,LUB,(1)
)
, (2.125)
SH,(1) = ηsG(x
(1)) ·
(
E∞ · x(1) −U (1)
)
+
(
R0SEI4 + ηsM(x
(1))
)
: E∞ (2.126)
2. Stage 2
x(2) = x(t) +U (1)∆t, (2.127)
F C,(2) = F C,P + F C,B, (2.128)
F C,Pα =
N∑
β=1,β 6=α
{
−2F Pαβ(x(1)), rαβ < 2a,
0, rαβ ≥ 2a,
(2.129)
F C,Bα =
N∑
β=1,β 6=α
{
−2F B,LUB,(1)αβ , rαβ < 2a,
0, rαβ ≥ 2a,
(2.130)
U (2) =E∞ · x(2) + (R0FUI + ηsA(x(2)))−1 ·(
ηsG˜(x
(2)) : E∞ + F P(x(2)) + F B,ISO,(1) + F B,LUB,(1) + F C,(2)
)
,
(2.131)
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SH,(2) = ηsG(x
(2)) ·
(
E∞ · x(2) −U (2)
)
+
(
R0SEI4 + ηsM(x
(2))
)
: E∞ (2.132)
3. End of Trapezoid Rule
x∗(t+∆t) = x(t) +
1
2
(
U (1) +U (2)
)
∆t, (2.133)
SH =
1
2
(
SH,(1) + SH,(2)
)
(2.134)
4. Stress averaged over time step
σ = 2ηsE
∞ + ρ
〈
SH
〉
(2.135)
5. Positions adjusted to remove overlaps
(a) Determine minimum interparticle separation
rmin = min
(|x∗β − x∗α|) (2.136)
(b) If rmin ≥ 2a then go to Step 6
(c) Calculate the largest gap δOC for which hydrodynamic interactions will be
applied
δOC = 5(2− rmin) (2.137)
(d) Calculate the minimum numerical gap δNUM,OC for evaluating hydrody-
namic interactions
δNUM,OC =
1
10
δOC (2.138)
(e) Calculate forces on particles with overlaps using arbitrary time step ∆tOC
FOCα =
1.01
4
6piµa2
∆tOC
N∑
β=1,β 6=α
 −
δ
δNUM,OC
d, δ < 0,
0, δ ≥ 0
(2.139)
(f) Calculate AOC using R0OC and X
A
11,OC defined as
R0OC =
1
1000
3pia2
2δNUM,OC
, (2.140)
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XA11,OC =

3pia2
2δNUM,OC
, δ < δNUM,OC,
3pia2
2δ
, δNUM,OC ≤ δ < δOC,
0, δ ≥ δOC
(2.141)
(g) Calculate velocity
UOC =
(
R0OCI +A
OC
)−1 · FOC (2.142)
(h) Calculate new positions
x∗(t+∆t) = x∗(t+∆t) +UOC∆tOC (2.143)
(i) Go to Step 5a
6. Calculate final position
x(t+∆t) = x∗(t+∆t) (2.144)
This second-order integration scheme requires continuity of the function being in-
tegrated. For this purpose, the modified interparticle potential V PFLD(r) was defined
in Equation (2.24) and the modified scalar functions were defined following Equa-
tion (2.107) for use with FLD simulations in this work. Linear systems are solved
using MINRES [105] such that the error in U and SH are within 3% of the fully
converged solutions. Note also that σ now includes a contribution from F C. The
treatment of this additional contribution will be discussed in Section 4.2.2. For FLD
simulations in this work, the time step was between ∆t/tB = 1× 10−4 and 5× 10−4.
All simulations were run serially on generic 2.33 GHz quad-core workstations with
run times varying between 1 and 3 hours per 100tB.
2.3.7 Validation of FLD
For validation purposes, we compare the rheological properties of hard-sphere sus-
pensions obtained by both FLD and SD simulations. Figure 2.16 plots the steady
shear viscosity η versus φ in the limit as Pe→∞ (SD results are from Viera [2]), and
shows good agreement, especially for φ < 0.4. For φ as high as 0.5, differences remain
less than 16%. Figure 2.17 plots η versus Pe for φ = 0.45 (SD results are from Meng
[3]) showing the total η in (a) and the rate-of-strain and Brownian contributions in
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(b). In this case, the results show larger differences but are still less than 25%. The
largest differences are found in the rate-of-strain contributions for Pe > 10.
2.3.8 Effects of Smoothing the Scalar Resistance Functions
In this section we consider some of the effects of smoothing the scalar resistance
functions. To compare particle configurations we will look at the radial distribution
function g(r). This function describes the positional correlations that exist between
pairs of particles, and is proportional to the probability of finding the center of mass
of a second particle at a position r relative to the center of mass of a given central
particle. It is normalized so that g(r) = 1 for particles with no positional correlation.
The function can be defined as
g(r) =
1
ρN
N∑
α 6=β
δD (xβ − xα − r) . (2.145)
In practice, we calculate spherically averaged values of the radial distribution function
g(r), where r = |r|. In addition, averages over small intervals of r are performed to
obtain smoother results.
We first illustrate the effect of employing a short-range cutoff for lubrication inter-
actions without applying the smoothing function. Figure 2.18 plots g(r) as obtained
from FLD simulations of a hard-sphere suspension with φ = 0.2 and rLUB/a = 2.5
both with and without smoothing of XA11. For the smoothed case a value of βLUB = 4
was used. The analytical solution obtained by the method of Verlet and Weis [4] is
also included for reference. It is clear that a discontinuity in XA11 results in a larger
error. We should reemphasize that while increasing the smoothing parameter βLUB
still maintains the desired continuity in XA11, the time step required to accurately
resolve the smoothed function will decrease. We find a value of βLUB = 4 to work
well.
We next consider the effect of smoothing the scalar resistance functions on the de-
terministic mean drift velocity and the Brownian stress. For this analysis, we consider
only two particles and calculate the following quantities: the value of the resistance
R0FU +X
A
11, the magnitude of the mean drift velocity |UMD|, and the Brownian stress
σBxy. These calculations were performed by explicitly forming the matrices, inverses,
and products, and then evaluating the derivatives by finite difference. The results are
plotted in Figures 2.19–2.21 versus the interparticle separation for different φ, rLUB,
and βLUB. The discontinuous, non-smoothed result is also included. The isotropic
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term R0FU was determined separately for each combination of parameters. The re-
sults for |UMD| and σBxy are qualitatively similar. The smoothing greatly affects |UMD|
and σBxy. The effect is most prominent at smaller φ and smaller rLUB. One must re-
member that this is an approximative method, and accuracy is traded for simplicity
and efficiency. If these effects are a concern for a given application, then the value
of rLUB can be adjusted so that the effects are less prominent at separations of most
interest. Also note that in some cases, |UMD| and σBxy may be small relative to other
contributions.
2.4 Figures
This section contains all figures for Chapter 2.
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Figure 2.1: Interparticle potential V PAO(r) (a) and resulting force (b) for different A
with δA/a = 0.1.
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Figure 2.2: Interparticle potential V PAO(r) (a) and resulting force (b) for different δA
with A/kT = 5.
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Figure 2.3: Interparticle potential V PY (r) (a) and resulting force (b) for different R
with (κa)−1 = 1.
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Figure 2.4: Interparticle potential V PY (r) (a) and resulting force (b) for different
(κa)−1 = 1 with R/kT = 5.
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Figure 2.5: Combined interparticle potential V PAO(r) + V
P
Y (r) (a) and resulting force
(b) for sample parameters (A/kT = 5, δA/a = 0.1, R/kT = 5, (κa)
−1 = 1).
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Figure 2.6: Smoothing function w(x, β) plotted for different values of β.
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Figure 2.7: Interparticle potential V PSC(r) (a) and resulting force (b) for different SC.
The interparticle potentials V PHS(r) and V
P
PL(r) with n = 36 and their resulting forces
are also included for comparison.
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Figure 2.9: Interparticle potential V PFLD(r) (a) and resulting force (b) for different
βFLD and sample parameters (A/kT = 5, δA/a = 0.1, R/kT = 5, (κa)
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Figure 2.16: Steady shear viscosity η versus φ for hard-sphere suspensions in the limit
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Figure 2.20: FLD result for |UMD| for two particles versus interparticle separation for
different φ, rLUB, and βLUB. The discontinuous, non-smoothed result is also included.
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Chapter 3
Microstructure and Dynamics
In this chapter, we present results on the microstructure and dynamics of colloidal
suspensions with short-range attraction and long-range repulsion. Hard-sphere ther-
modynamic perturbation theory is employed to predict the equilibrium behavior,
while dynamic simulations using Fast Lubrication Dynamics (FLD) are employed to
study the microstructural evolution from a dispersed phase to fluid and gelled phases.
The effects of varying the range of attraction δA, strength of attraction A, strength
of repulsion R, and volume fraction φ are discussed. For systems with repulsive
interactions, only a single screening length κ−1 is considered. Brownian Dynamics
(BD) simulations are also performed, and the results are compared with the results
of FLD simulations. Direct comparisons are also made with experimental work in the
published literature.
The selection of system parameters is motivated by the confocal microscopy ex-
periments of Dibble et al. [5] and the rheological experiments of Shah et al. [7], both
of which investigated colloid-polymer mixtures. Table 3.1 lists the parameters used
in this work and Equations (2.24) and (2.22) give the forms of the interparticle po-
tentials used in the FLD and BD simulations, respectively. Figures are found at the
end of this chapter in Section 3.4.
3.1 Equilibrium Phase Behavior
To predict the range of expected equilibrium behavior, we construct equilibrium phase
diagrams for suspensions with different interparticle potentials using hard-sphere ther-
modynamic perturbation theories and the methods presented in Section 2.2. In Fig-
ure 3.1(a), the phase diagram for the original AO potential V PAO(r) as defined by
Equations (2.12)–(2.14) is shown in the φ-A plane with δA/a = 0.086. Hard-sphere
behavior is seen on the x-axis where A/kT = 0, namely, a disordered fluid phase (la-
beled F) for φ < 0.49, a FCC crystal phase (labeled C) for φ > 0.55, and fluid-crystal
coexistence (labeled F-C) for 0.49 < φ < 0.55. With increasing A, the fluid-crystal
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Table 3.1: System parameters for dynamic simulations, as motivated by experimental
works.
Parameter Dibble et al. [5] Shah et al. [7]
Volume fraction, φ 0.2 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4a
Range of attraction, δA/a 0.086 0.05, 0.12, 0.18
Strength of attraction, A/kT 0–47.4 0–30
Screening length, (κa)−1 1.55 0
Strength of repulsion, R/kT 0–54
b 0
aResults are reported for a single volume fraction of φ = 0.4 in [7].
bA single strength of repulsion was reported in [5] and is estimated to be R/kT = 54 using
Equation (2.16).
coexistence region initially shifts to higher ranges of φ until A/kT > 1.43, where the
coexistence region dramatically widens as the fluid and crystal phases become ther-
modynamically unstable at almost all accessible φ. At high φ and low A, a region of
crystal-crystal coexistence (labeled C-C) appears. In this region, the suspension min-
imizes its free energy by separating into two crystal phases with different densities.
The dashed black lines are tie lines between two coexisting phases, and the solid black
line indicates a region of three-phase coexistence between fluid, low density crystal,
and high density crystal phases (labeled F-C-C).
In Figure 3.1(b), the phase diagram for the same system is shown as a function
of the polymer concentration np/n
∗
p and φ. The tie lines are now slanted indicating
polymer partitioning between coexisting phases [32, 37]. In addition, the region of
three-phase coexistence shown as a line in Figure 3.1(a) is now a triangle (albeit very
narrow) in Figure 3.1(b).
In this work, we focus on systems with φ ≤ 0.4, and subsequent discussion of
phase diagrams will be restricted to this region of phase space, where, for a given φ,
there is a value of A below which the equilibrium phase is a fluid and above which the
system will phase separate into fluid and crystal phases. The line separating regions
of stable fluid and fluid-crystal coexistence will be referred to as the fluid-crystal
transition line.
In Figure 3.2, phase diagrams are compared for V PAO(r) and the AO potentials
modified for use in BD and FLD simulations, V PAO,BD(r) and V
P
AO,FLD(r), respectively,
as defined in Equations (2.20) and (2.23). In the phase diagram for V PAO,BD(r), the
fluid-crystal transition has shifted to lower A due to the soft core in the potential,
while the phase diagrams for V PAO(r) and V
P
AO,FLD(r) are nearly identical as are the
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potentials themselves. Given these small differences, the remainder of this section
will only consider phase diagrams for the unmodified potentials V PAO(r) and V
P
Y (r).
In Figure 3.3, phase diagrams are compared for V PAO(r) with different δA. As
δA increases, the crystal phase becomes more stable, and the fluid-crystal transition
moves to lower A. In Figure 3.4, phase diagrams are compared for V
P
AO(r) combined
with the Yukawa potential V PY (r), as defined in Equation (2.15), for different R. With
increasing R, the fluid phase is restabilized, and the fluid-crystal transition moves to
higher A.
It is well known that, in the absence of any attraction, long-range repulsion can
result in an equilibrium crystal phase at low φ (see, for example, [58]). In Figure 3.5,
phase diagrams are compared for V PY (r) in the φ-(κa)
−1 plane for different R. These
diagrams show good quantitative agreement of the fluid-crystal coexistence regions
with the phase diagrams predicted by [59] even though those authors also considered
body-centered cubic (BCC) crystal phases in addition to FCC crystal phases. With
increasing κ−1, the fluid-crystal coexistence region initially shifts to lower φ but then
turns back toward its hard-sphere values for larger κ−1, and this effect becomes more
pronounced with increasing R. This is explained by the fact that with increasing κ
−1,
the repulsive potential becomes less steep, and the energetic benefit of the crystal
structure decreases.
We note that the large perturbations from the hard-sphere system limit the ac-
curacy of the perturbation method, but that the qualitative trends are useful in the
interpretation of results from dynamic simulations presented in the following section.
3.2 Microstructural Evolution and Dynamics
Equilibrium phase diagrams indicate which phase or combination of phases minimizes
the Helmholtz free energy but give no information about how a system reaches that
state. Dynamic simulations, on the other hand, describe the evolution of the system
with time but cannot guarantee that the system has reached its true equilibrium
state. An apparently stable system may actually be metastable, with a significant
energy barrier to reaching equilibrium.
Dynamic simulations are performed using both FLD and BD algorithms. Each
simulation consists of 1000 particles in a simple cubic unit cell with three-dimensional
periodic boundary conditions. Each simulation starts with a random hard-sphere
configuration and is run under quiescent conditions for a specified time. Those sim-
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ulations whose parameters (see Table 3.1) are based on the experiments of Dibble
et al. [5] are run for 1600tB, and those simulations whose parameters are based on the
experiments of Shah et al. [7] are run for 1100tB. All simulation results are obtained
from FLD simulations unless otherwise specified. For most systems, 4 independent
realizations were run, each starting from a statistically independent hard-sphere con-
figuration, and the results from the 4 realizations were averaged.
We define here various terms and measures used to characterize the suspension
microstructure and dynamics. A bond is defined as two particles separated by a
surface-to-surface gap less than δA. The contact number ϕC for a given particle is
given by the number of particles with which it has contact or to which it is bonded.
We calculate both mean contact numbers ϕC and distributions of contact numbers.
Given that particles in a close-packed crystalline structure have ϕC = 12, the local
crystalline order parameter ψO is defined as the fraction of particles that have ϕC = 12
or are bonded to a particle with ϕC = 12 [48]. A cluster is defined as a collection of
particles forming a single structure connected by bonds, and ϕX gives the number of
particles in the largest cluster.
The static structure factor S(q) describes density fluctuations in reciprocal space
as a function of the wavevector q and is defined as
S(q) =
1
N
N∑
α=1
N∑
β=1
eiq·(xβ−xα), (3.1)
where i =
√−1. For a system with periodic boundary conditions, S(q) can only be
calculated for a discrete set of wavevectors given by
q =
2pi
L
 ij
k
 , i, j, k = 0,±1,±2, . . . , i2 + j2 + k2 6= 0, (3.2)
where L is the edge length of the periodic unit cell. In this work, we calculate
spherically averaged values of the structure factor S(q), where q = |q|. The structure
factor is particularly useful for highlighting the presence of a characteristic length
scale xchar > 2a in systems exhibiting structural heterogeneity (e.g., phase separation,
gelation, clustering). This length scale produces a peak in S(q) near q = 2pi/xchar.
Note that S(q) is related to g(r) (defined in Section 2.3.8) via a pair of Fourier
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transforms [106]
S(q) = 1 +
4piρ
q
∫ ∞
0
(g(r)− 1) r sin(qr)dr, (3.3)
g(r) = 1 +
1
2pi2ρr
∫ ∞
0
(S(q)− 1) q sin(qr)dq. (3.4)
The suspension dynamics are studied by observing changes in the above mi-
crostructural characterizations with time. We also calculate the mean square dis-
placement ∆x2(t, t0) of particles from their positions at time t0 as
∆x2(t, t0) =
1
N
N∑
α=1
(xα(t+ t0)− xα(t0))2. (3.5)
For diffusive systems, ∆x2(t, t0) has a slope of 1 on a log-log plot. For dynamically
arrested systems, ∆x2(t, t0) develops a plateau. The square root of the plateau value
can serve as an estimate of the localization length rloc [44].
The suspension microstructure is visualized by creating images of particle config-
urations as well as movies constructed from time sequences of these images. These
images may be enhanced by shading particles according to their value of ϕC with a
gradation from blue (0) to gray (6) to yellow (12) as shown in Figure 3.6. In addi-
tion, images may be created showing only particles with certain values of ϕC or only
particles belonging to certain clusters.
The results are divided into several sections. Section 3.2.1 will cover purely at-
tractive systems with short-range attraction. Section 3.2.2 covers systems with both
short-range attraction and long-range repulsion. Sections 3.2.3 and 3.2.4 consider the
effects of changing the range of attraction and volume fraction, respectively, for purely
attractive systems. Section 3.2.5 compares results from FLD and BD simulations.
3.2.1 Short-Range Attraction
In this section, results are presented for purely attractive systems with φ = 0.2,
δA/a = 0.086, and different values of A. Recall from Section 2.1.4 that the time scale
for breaking bonds or the bond lifetime scales as exp(A/kT ). The phase diagram in
Figure 3.1 predicts that at φ = 0.2, stable fluid phases should exist for A/kT < 3, and
for A/kT > 3, systems starting in a fluid phase should phase separate into coexisting
fluid and crystal phases. The process by which this would occur is homogeneous
nucleation and growth of the crystal phase. As described in classical nucleation
theory [107], there is an energy barrier to nucleation as particles must form a crystal
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nucleus of a critical size. Above this size, crystal nuclei are stable to growth, and
phase separation proceeds, while smaller nuclei are unstable and quickly dissolve.
With increasing A, the size of the critical nucleus decreases, and the rate of critical
nucleation increases.
Microstructure and Dynamics
To visualize the microstructures formed at t/tB = 1500, particle configurations are
shown in Figure 3.7 for systems with different A. The periodic unit cell is partially
repeated in each dimension, and a thin gray line marks the size of the unit cell.
For further insight, these same configurations are shown in Figure 3.8, where only
the particles in a 5 radii thick slice are shown, with the slice taken in the plane of
the page. We also create movies from time sequences of images and report on some
observations from these movies.
For A/kT = 0.0, the microstructure is disordered, and particles are well dispersed
in a fluid phase consistent with the phase diagram. Values of ϕC are low as a result of
short bond lifetimes, and particles are highly mobile. For A/kT = 2.8 and 4.6, bond
lifetimes are longer resulting in increasing density fluctuations and regions of high
contact numbers as particles temporarily aggregate but remain disordered in a fluid
phase with no evidence of crystalline order. Particles are still highly mobile. Since
A/kT = 4.6 lies in the fluid-crystal coexistence region of the phase diagram, the
system may be in a metastable state in which a stable crystal has not yet nucleated.
For A/kT = 4.7, we see an abrupt transition to a high degree of local crystalline
order as indicated by the yellow particles with ϕC = 12. Nucleation and growth of
crystalline regions has occurred in this system. Note that the large region of high
contact numbers does not represent an open crystal face, but rather the intersection
of the system with the edge of the periodic cell. The majority of particles are im-
mobilized in the crystalline regions, while a few diffuse on and around the crystalline
surfaces. Bond lifetimes of particles in the interior of the crystalline regions are very
long not only due to increased A, but also due to the presence of multiple bonds
and steric confinement. The bond lifetimes of particles on the crystalline surfaces are
sufficiently short to allow particles to readily move back and forth between the fluid
phase and the crystalline surfaces.
For A/kT ≥ 4.7, the rate of nucleation increases resulting in increasing poly-
crystallinity, smaller crystalline regions, and decreasing ϕC. No crystalline order is
observed for A/kT ≥ 14.2. The polycrystallinity is more easily seen in Figure 3.9,
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where only particles with ϕC = 12 are shown and in Figure 3.10, where particles with
ϕC = 12 and their bonded neighbors are shown. Increasing bond lifetimes result in
lower particle mobility, and for A/kT ≥ 8.0, there are virtually no particles in the
free fluid phase. None of these systems have undergone a complete phase separation
within the duration of the simulations. Nucleation rates are sufficiently high and
bond lifetimes are sufficiently long that particles are unable to rearrange into a sin-
gle crystal phase before becoming immobilized on the time scale of the simulations.
Systems with A/kT > 4.7 have undergone a gel transition, forming space-spanning
structures and exhibiting arrest of long-range particle motion on the time scale of the
simulations.
We calculate ϕC at t/tB = 1500 and plot it versus A in Figure 3.11. For low A, ϕC
is small and gradually increases with increasing A as particles aggregate but remain
disordered in fluid-like states. A sharp rise in ϕC at A/kT = 4.7 marks the first
nucleation of crystalline regions on the time scale of these simulations. For A/kT >
4.7, ϕC decreases as polycrystallinity increases and particles become immobilized in
gels. For large A, ϕC plateaus indicating limiting behavior. We also calculate ψO at
t/tB = 1500 and plot it versus A in Figure 3.12. In this plot, ψO is non-zero only
for a narrow range of A, peaking at A/kT = 4.7 and quickly decreasing to zero as
polycrystallinity increases with increasing A.
Figure 3.13 plots contact number distributions at t/tB = 1500 for different A.
For A/kT ≤ 4.7, as A increases, the distribution widens and shifts to larger ϕC.
For A/kT = 4.6, a few particles have ϕC as high as 9, close to the 12 required for
a close-packed crystal. At A/kT = 4.7, we see an abrupt decrease in low values of
ϕC and increase in high values of ϕC; about 25% of particles have ϕC = 12. For
A/kT ≥ 4.7, as A increases, the fraction of particles with ϕC = 12 decreases to zero,
and the distribution shifts to lower ϕC although there are few particles with ϕC in
the range of 0–2. As with ϕC, the contact number distribution approaches limiting
behavior for large A.
We calculate S(q), averaged over t/tB = 1500–1510, and plot the results in Fig-
ure 3.14 for different A. For A/kT ≤ 4.7, as A increases, the near neighbor peak
(qa ≈ 3–4) shifts to higher wavevectors and increases in height as close bonds are
formed; a low wavevector peak (qa . 1) also emerges and increases in height indi-
cating the formation of clusters and voids. For A/kT ≥ 4.7, as A increases, the
near neighbor peak remains at the same location but decreases in height, and the low
wavevector peak also decreases in height.
We calculate ∆x2(t, t0) with t0/tB = 1500 and plot the results in Figure 3.15
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for different A. For fluid states with A/kT ≤ 4.6, particles are highly mobile and
display diffusive behavior (as indicated by a slope of 1 on the log-log plot), with
the diffusivity decreasing with increasing A. For gelled states with A/kT ≥ 9.5,
long-range motion is arrested on this time scale. Significant dynamic heterogeneity
is observed for gelled states with 4.7 < A/kT ≤ 7.1. To illustrate, we calculate
∆x2(t, t0) for different subpopulations of particles based on their contact number
[62]. The results are plotted in Figures 3.17 and 3.18 for A/kT = 4.7 and 7.1,
respectively.
For dynamically arrested systems, the square root of the plateau value in ∆x2(t, t0)
can serve as an estimate of the localization length rloc. Recognizing that not all of
the systems are dynamically arrested, we plot
√
∆x2(t, t0) versus A in Figure 3.16
for t/tB = 100 and t0/tB = 1500. This plot indicates that for dynamically arrested
systems (A/kT & 8.0), rloc is a weakly decreasing function of A with values in the
range 0.08–0.2a, slightly larger than δA, while mode coupling theories for colloid-
polymer mixtures predict rloc to be significantly smaller than the range of attraction
[44].
Evolution of Microstructure
In Figure 3.19 we plot ϕC as a function of time for different A. At short times
t/tB < 10, ϕC rises more quickly as A increases until A/kT ≥ 9.5, where the rise is
nearly identical indicating limiting gel behavior. At longer times, ϕC attains steady
values for A/kT ≤ 4.6, while for A/kT = 4.7, ϕC initially attains a steady value in
a metastable fluid state, but then increases after t/tB ≈ 200 marking the nucleation
and growth of crystalline regions. For A/kT ≥ 4.7, as A increases, the growth in ϕC
near t/tB = 1500 becomes slower and approaches limiting behavior; for A/kT = 29.6,
there is almost no growth on this time scale.
In Figure 3.20 we plot ψO as a function of time for different A. This plot confirms
the nucleation and growth of crystalline regions for A/kT = 4.7 at t/tB ≈ 200. With
increasing A, the time to nucleation decreases indicating an increase in the nucle-
ation rate which results in greater polycrystallinity as seen previously in Figures 3.9
and 3.10. The increase in polycrystallinity results in lower values of ψO due to the
increased surface area. The growth of the crystalline regions proceeds more slowly
with increasing A as bond lifetimes increase resulting in lower particle mobility. For
A ≥ 14.2, particles form bonds with each other faster than they can rearrange into
a crystalline structure.
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Summary
Our observations for suspensions with short-range attraction are in general agree-
ment with results in the published literature in that we observe stable fluid phases at
low A, metastable fluid phases just above the fluid-crystal transition, and gelation
at higher A. We do not observe fluid-crystal phase separation in the macroscopic
sense. The crystalline structures we do observe for A/kT > 4.7 would be more
accurately described as part of a connected gel due to the large degree of polycrys-
tallinity. It is possible that longer simulations of the metastable fluid states with
A/kT ≈ 3–4.6 could undergo more complete fluid-crystal phase separations; how-
ever, the simulations would need to include much larger numbers of particles to show
phase separation in the macroscopic sense.
Our results share some qualitatively similarities with the results of Brownian
Dynamics simulations of Soga et al. [48] who studied colloidal suspensions for φ = 0.3
with a fixed range of attraction of 0.2a modeled by an AO potential with a soft-core.
Specifically, they also observed a rise and fall in ϕC with the peak corresponding to
the nucleation of crystalline regions and a plateau toward higher A as the system
became dynamically arrested in a gel state. In contrast with our observations of
crystalline structure first appearing at 4.7kT and ϕC plateauing around a value of 6
at high attraction, they observed crystalline structure first appearing at 3kT and ϕC
plateauing around a value of 7 at high attraction. In addition, while we observe ψO
to decrease to zero for A/kT ≥ 14.2, they observe a plateau in ψO for attractions
larger than about 8kT . These differences can likely be attributed to the longer range
of attraction and the soft-core as well as the larger φ.
In the confocal microscopy experiments of Lu et al. [56] who studied purely at-
tractive colloid-polymer mixtures for φ = 0.04–0.15 and Rg/a = 0.04–0.3, a phase of
stable clusters was observed that did not form a space-spanning structure. We did
not observe such a cluster phase in our purely attractive systems. Even if one were
to exist, our systems may not be large enough to exhibit such behavior.
We do not see evidence for a fluid-fluid phase separation preceding any nucleation
of crystalline regions as observed in some of the Newtonian Dynamics simulations of
Charbonneau and Reichman [52] for colloidal suspensions with short-range attraction
for φ = 0.047–0.15.
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3.2.2 Short-Range Attraction and Long-Range Repulsion
We now extend the study of the previous section by introducing long-range repulsion
and considering systems with φ = 0.2, δA/a = 0.086, (κa)
−1 = 1.55, and different
values of A and R. With the combination of a short-range attraction and a long-
range repulsion, particles must diffuse over an energy barrier to fall into the potential
well and form a bond. Recall from Section 2.1.4 that the time scale for this to occur
scales as exp(R/kT ). We will see that this has profound results on the suspension
microstructure and dynamics.
The phase diagrams in Figure 3.4 predict that for A/kT = 0, φ = 0.2, and
(κa)−1 = 1.55, the equilibrium phase is a fluid for R/kT ≤ 54. Additionally, the
phase diagrams in Figure 3.4 predict that at φ = 0.2, the value of A above which
fluid and crystal phases coexist increases with increasing R. However, the time to
form bonds also increases with increasing R. In addition, the presence of long-range
repulsion affects the mechanism by which clusters of particles grow and further hinders
the possible development and growth of crystalline structure. To illustrate, consider
a cluster of two particles and the mechanism whereby a third particle might join that
cluster through forming a bond. Because of the long-range nature of the repulsion, the
lowest energy barrier to bond formation is achieved when the third particle approaches
the cluster along the line of its particle centers. This mechanism favors the growth
of one-dimensional structures and should become more predominant with increasing
repulsion. While this provides a kinetic argument for one-dimensional structures, a
thermodynamic argument is given by Mossa et al. [63]. These authors calculated
the ground-state energies and geometries for isolated clusters of varying size and
interparticle potential with both short-range attraction and long-range repulsion. For
almost all cases considered, the authors find that above a certain size, the ground-state
clusters maintain a nearly one-dimensional structure which becomes thinner with
increasing repulsion. They suggest that when these linear structures are preferential,
finite but small temperatures (large but finite strengths of attraction) could favor
branching and result in the formation of connected gels. Such a scenario has been
confirmed by experiments [64] and simulations [66]. We suggest that even when fluid-
crystal coexistence is the thermodynamically stable state, sufficiently strong long-
range repulsion combined with short-range attraction could result in the formation
of connected one-dimensional structures, thus kinetically limiting the nucleation of
the crystal phase.
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Microstructure and Dynamics
Particle configurations at t/tB = 1500 for different values of A and R are shown
in Figure 3.21, where only the particles in a 5 radii thick slice are shown. Fig-
ures 3.21 (b), (c), and (f) represent mobile phases while all others represent con-
nected, dynamically arrested gels. As R is increased with fixed A (moving from
left to right in each row of Figure 3.21), ϕC decrease, crystalline order is no longer
observed, structures become thinner, and void space sizes decrease. These linear
structures are consistent with the ideas of one-dimensional growth discussed above.
In Figure 3.22 ϕC is plotted versus A for different R. In general, ϕC decreases
with increasing R. For R/kT = 0, ϕC has a sharp peak due to the nucleation of
crystalline regions. For R/kT > 0, there is no crystalline order, and ϕC does not
show a sharp peak, although there is a soft hump for R/kT = 5.4. For all values of
R, ϕC shows limiting behavior at large A.
In Figure 3.23 we plot
√
∆x2(t, t0) versus A for different R with t/tB = 100
and t0/tB = 1500. Recall that this measure can be used to estimate rloc in dynami-
cally arrested systems. It is important to note that while
√
∆x2(t, t0) decreases and
plateaus with increasing A for all values of R, the systems with R/kT = 54 are still
diffusive, as we will see later. On the other hand, the plateaus exhibited by systems
with R/kT ≤ 10.8 do represent dynamically arrested systems, and with increasing
R the estimated value of rloc for these systems increases to values as high as 7 times
δA. This occurs due to the greater positional fluctuations made possible by fewer con-
tacts at larger R. Movies clearly show this increasing positional fluctuation as chains
of particles wiggle around their average positions while long-range motion remains
arrested.
We also include in Figures 3.22 and 3.23 the experimental results of Dibble et al.
[5]. Note that the values of ∆x2(t, t0) reported in [5] are based on one-dimensional
displacements and have been corrected here to effective three-dimensional values by
multiplying by a factor of 3; in addition, the experimental values are based on t/tB = 5
which should only affect the values of ∆x2(t, t0) for diffusive systems. While we es-
timated R/kT = 54 for the experimental systems using Equation (2.16), the exper-
imental data compare better in magnitude with our results for R/kT = 10.8 in the
case of ϕC and R/kT = 0–5.4 in the case of
√
∆x2(t, t0). These differences could be
attributed to a number of causes. For example, the simulations use a well dispersed
hard-sphere configuration as the initial condition, while the experiments attempt to
disperse the colloid-polymer mixture by shearing which may leave small clusters of
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aggregated particles before the system is allowed to evolve. In addition, as discussed
in Section 2.1.3, the Yukawa potential does not provide an accurate description of
electrostatic interactions in a many-body system with particles near contact. We also
suggest that the introduction of bond rigidity in our simulations would stiffen the
particle chains, reduce the amount of wiggling, and therefore decrease the values of√
∆x2(t, t0).
The value of A at which ϕC and
√
∆x2(t, t0) plateau increases with increasing R.
The plateaus in these two measures occur at similar values of A for each value of R.
This coincidence between dynamical and structural transitions was also observed by
Dibble et al. [5] at a strength of attraction of about 19kT . For the simulated systems
with R/kT > 0, we observe the transitions to occur at A/kT = 14–20.
Increasing Attraction with Constant Repulsion
We now focus on the effects of increasing A with R/kT = 10.8. As we have shown,
as A increases, ϕC increase, and particle dynamics become arrested as a connected
gel forms composed of thin strands of particles. In Figure 3.24 ϕC is plotted versus t
for different A. With increasing A, ϕC plateau at increasingly higher values and at
increasingly longer times. For A/kT ≥ 14.2, the behavior is the same for the duration
of the simulation, but longer simulations may show some systems plateauing while
others continue to increase.
Figure 3.25 plots ϕX versus t for different values of A. For A ≤ 5.9, only small
clusters are formed due to short bond lifetimes. For A/kT = 9.5, larger clusters are
formed, and ϕX appears to plateau near 200 particles indicating a balance has been
achieved between the rates of bond formation and bond breaking. For A/kT ≥ 11.8,
bond lifetimes are sufficiently long that a single cluster is formed that contains all or
nearly all 1000 particles. To observe the mechanism of cluster growth, Figure 3.26
shows particle configurations for A/kT = 17.1, where only the three largest clusters
are shown, each with a different color. We can see that the clusters are composed of
thin strands of particles and continue to grow in this fashion, again supporting the
idea of one-dimensional growth.
Mossa et al. [63] observed that for certain parameters of the interparticle potential,
the ground-state energy is minimized at a finite cluster size, supporting the idea of
stable cluster phases. It is important to note that cluster-cluster interactions are
neglected in the calculations of [63], and the results are only immediately applicable
to very dilute systems. The finite sized clusters that we observe for R/kT = 10.8 and
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A/kT ≤ 9.5 are fundamentally different than those predicted by [63] and are likely
the result of a balance between bonds being formed and broken with neighboring
clusters as evidenced by the widely fluctuating maximum cluster size.
In Figure 3.27 we plot ∆x2(t, t0) versus t for different A with t0/tB = 1500. For
A/kT ≤ 9.5, the systems show diffusive behavior (as indicated by a slope of 1 on
the log-log plot) for t/tB ≥ 10. With increasing A, the systems show increasingly
subdiffusive behavior (slope less than 1), and for A/kT ≥ 17.1, the systems show
dynamic arrest on this time scale. For A/kT = 11.8 and 17.1, the systems start
showing signs of a plateau, but then turn and look like they might become diffusive
at longer times. The gradually increasing subdiffusive behavior exhibited by these
systems is distinct from the abrupt transition from diffusive to arrested behavior
observed for purely attractive systems (see Figure 3.15) and can be explained by
differences in the microstructure. In the purely attractive systems, dynamic arrest
occurs with the abrupt transition from diffusive fluid states to connected, arrested gel
states. For the case of R/kT = 10.8, at low A, only small clusters are formed, and
these clusters can freely diffuse in a fluid-like state, while with increasing A, larger
clusters are formed whose motion is increasingly hindered as they become entangled
with each other. (Due to finite bond lifetimes, however, this entanglement is different
than that exhibited by polymer melts.) For large A, the clusters eventually become
interconnected, forming a single cluster with all particles, and the systems become
dynamically arrested in a gel state.
Increasing Repulsion with Constant Attraction
We now focus on the effects of increasing R with A/kT = 17.1. As we have shown, as
R increases, values of ϕC decrease, the connected strands in the gels become thinner,
and void space sizes decrease. To quantify the decreasing characteristic length scale
we calculate the structure factor S(q) for these systems averaged over t/tB = 1500–
1510 and plot them in Figure 3.28. The low wavevector peak (qa < 3) indicates the
presence of clusters and voids [47]. From the position of the low wavevector peak
qlow, we can estimate the characteristic length scale as xchar = 2pi/qlow. Red bars
corresponding to this length are overlaid on the particle configurations in Figure 3.21
for A/kT = 17.1 and show some qualitative similarities with the size of the void
spaces or the spacing between clusters.
In Figure 3.29 ϕC is plotted versus t for different R and shows slowed growth
with increasing R. For R = 0, a plateau is observed, while for R > 0, ϕC is still
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increasing. Figure 3.30 plots the contact number distributions at t/tB = 1500 for
different values of R. As the distribution shifts to lower ϕC with increasing R, it
also becomes more narrow. For R/kT = 54, more than 40% of the particles have
ϕC = 0.
Figure 3.31 plots ϕX versus t for different R. For R/kT ≤ 27.0, the attraction is
sufficiently strong to form single clusters containing nearly all 1000 particles within
the time frame of the simulation. For R/kT > 27.0, we may expect that such
clusters would be formed at longer times. Just as the time to form bonds increases as
tB exp(R/kT ), the time to form clusters also increases as tB exp(R/kT ). In Figure
3.32 we plot the time to achieve ϕX = 500 and observe nearly exponential dependence
on R as expected. Based on this scaling, over 250, 000tB would be required to achieve
ϕX = 500 for R/kT = 54.
In Figure 3.33 we plot ∆x2(t, t0) versus t for different R with t0/tB = 1500. While
this plot shows a transition from arrested systems at low R to nearly diffusive systems
at high R, this is merely a consequence of the degree to which the formation of a
single cluster has progressed. As stated above, a single cluster might be expected
for each of these systems at longer times, in which case dynamic arrest would also
be observed for each system. As observed earlier, the value of rloc obtained from√
∆x2(t, t0) increases with increasing R indicating greater positional fluctuations of
the chains in the gel.
Cluster Morphology
As a final observation, we note the prediction by Mossa et al. [63] of a ground-
state cluster with structure similar to the Bernal spiral [65] (A = 7.93, ξ = 0.50 in
Figure 5 of [63]). The Bernal spiral consists of face sharing tetrahedra with each
particle having ϕC = 6. While this structure was not specifically recognized in [63],
subsequent work has identified similar structures in colloidal suspensions via confocal
microscopy experiments by Campbell et al. [64] and Brownian dynamics simulations
by Sciortino et al. [66] with similar parameters for the interparticle potential. The
parameters for our own interparticle potential that most closely match those in [63]
corresponding to the Bernal spiral type structures are (κa)−1 = 1.0 and A/R = 1.9.
Noting the difference in κ−1 (for our simulations (κa)−1 = 1.55), we consider a few
systems in this work which have similar ratios of attraction to repulsion and show
particle configurations for these systems at t/tB = 1500 in Figure 3.34, where only
the particles in a 5 radii thick slice are shown. A set of perfect Bernal spirals are also
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included in the figure for reference. While there may be some similarities to the Bernal
spiral, we have not performed any quantitative analysis other than determining ϕC
which ranges from 3.5 to 5.5 for these systems.
Summary
A wide range of suspension microstructures and dynamics are possible by simply
tuning the interparticle potential. With increasing A, bond lifetimes increase, and
connected gels are formed that exhibit arrest of long-range motion. With increasing
R, the time scale for bond formation increases resulting in gels with thinner structures
and larger positional fluctuations, although long-range motion remains arrested. The
time scales for structural formation can vary by several orders of magnitude. This
not only has implications on structural evolution from a dispersed phase, but also on
recovery after shear, creep, and other rheological phenomena.
3.2.3 Changes with Range of Attraction
In this section, results are presented for purely attractive systems with φ = 0.4 and
different values of A and δA to investigate the effects of changing the range of attrac-
tion. To visualize the microstructures formed at t/tB = 1000, particle configurations
are shown in Figure 3.35 for systems with different A and δA, where only particles
in a 5 radii thick slice are shown. Qualitatively, the results are similar for each δA
with each system forming a connected gel. The systems with A/kT = 5 display
some local crystalline order which decreases with increasing δA. The differences are
quantified in plots of ϕC and ψO shown in Figures 3.36 and 3.37. With increasing
δA, nucleation of crystalline regions occurs at slightly lower A and ϕC are slightly
larger. In Figure 3.38, the contact number distributions are plotted, again showing
very similar results. The structure factor is plotted in Figure 3.39 and also shows
very little change consistent with the light scattering experiments of Shah et al. [47].
In Figure 3.40 we plot
√
∆x2(t, t0) versus A for t/tB = 100 and t0/tB = 1000 and
observe a plateau to occur at similar values for all δA. For reference, Figure 3.41 plots
the mean square displacement for different δA with A/kT = 20.0.
3.2.4 Changes with Volume Fraction
In this section, results are presented for purely attractive systems with δA/a = 0.12
and different values of A and φ to investigate the effects of changing φ. To visualize
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the microstructures formed at t/tB = 1000, particle configurations for systems with
different A and φ are shown in Figure 3.42 where all particles are drawn, and in
Figure 3.43, where only particles in a 5 radii thick slice are shown. The snapshots
are drawn with fixed particle size, so the unit cell becomes smaller with increasing φ
since the number of particles in the unit cell is also fixed. For all φ, we see decreasing
local crystalline structure with increasing A. As φ increases with constant A, the
density obviously increases, but the local structure changes very little.
In Figures 3.44 and 3.45 ϕC and ψO are plotted as functions of A for different
φ. The values of ϕC are nearly identical for each A while the local crystalline order
is present at higher A for lower φ since there is more room for nucleation to occur
before particles become arrested in gels. At high A, ϕC plateaus near 6 for all φ, and
Figure 3.46 indicates that the distribution of contact numbers narrows with increasing
φ. Interestingly, ϕC at random close packing (φ = 0.64) is between 6 and 6.4 [108].
The changes in the size of the void spaces or the spacing between clusters is
quantified by the low wavevector peak in S(q) as seen in Figure 3.47 for A/kT = 20.
In Figure 3.48 we plot S(q) for systems with φ = 0.4 and δA/a = 0.12 for different A
and compare them with the experimental results of Shah et al. [6] (φ = 0.4, δA/a =
0.12, A/kT = 4.9, determined using the AO potential with physical parameters
Rg/a = 0.061 and np/n
∗
p = 0.1). The experimental results are very similar to each
other for larger values of A and are not shown here. We note significant differences
in the location of the near-neighbor peak (qa ≈ 3.5–4) as well as the low-wavevector
peak (qa < 1). The low-wavevector peaks suggest that the experimental systems
exhibit a larger characteristic length scale than do our simulations. This may be
a system size effect, where the small number of particles in our systems limits the
largest structural length scales that can develop.
In Figure 3.49 we plot
√
∆x2(t, t0) versus A for different φ with t/tB = 100
and t0/tB = 1000. For φ = 0.1 and 0.2, a plateau is observed for large A, but for
φ = 0.3 and 0.4,
√
∆x2(t, t0) continues to decrease. As φ decreases, the gel structures
become more open allowing greater positional fluctuations and resulting in larger
values of
√
∆x2(t, t0). This is similar to the effect seen with increasing long-range
repulsion except that in this case the local structure around each particle changes very
little. These results indicate that rloc increases with decreasing φ consistent with the
simulation results of [50]. For reference, Figure 3.50 plots ∆x2(t, t0) for different φ
with A/kT = 20.0.
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3.2.5 Comparison of FLD and BD Simulation Results
In this section, we compare the results of FLD and BD simulations for systems with
φ = 0.2, (κa)−1 = 1.55, δA/a = 0.086 and different values of A and R. In Fig-
ure 3.51 ϕC at t/tB = 1500 is plotted versus A for different R, and in Figure 3.52
we plot
√
∆x2(t, t0) versus A for different R with t/tB = 100 and t0/tB = 1500. The
agreement between the FLD and BD results is remarkable with the biggest difference
being a slight shift toward lower A for BD results. This is likely due to the soft-core
potential. In the work of Foffi et al. [50], the authors also observed that similar gel
structures were obtained by using Brownian Dynamics simulations and Newtonian
Dynamics simulations. In Newtonian Dynamics simulations, particles are modeled
as spheres in a vacuum interacting only through interparticle potentials; thus, no
hydrodynamics or Brownian motion is included.
These results suggest that the structural evolution and dynamics of colloidal sus-
pensions with short-range attraction and long-range repulsion under quiescent condi-
tions may not be very sensitive to the effects of hydrodynamic interactions. Further
studies should investigate the effects of including additional lubrication interactions
such as those affecting sliding motion which were neglected in this work. For suspen-
sions undergoing deformation, however, the effects of hydrodynamic interactions are
likely to play a bigger role and will contribute significantly to the rheological behavior
of the suspensions.
For reference, more FLD and BD results are compared in Figures 3.53–3.62 in-
cluding ϕC, ψO, ϕX, and ∆x
2(t, t0) versus t as well as ϕC and ψO versus A. See figure
captions for details.
3.3 Conclusion
We have performed dynamic simulations to investigate the wide range of microstruc-
ture and dynamics displayed by colloidal suspensions with short-range attraction and
long-range repulsion. We have shown that with increasing strength of attraction,
suspensions with short-range attraction undergo a transition from stable fluid phases
to dynamically arrested gels in which particles are localized on length scales compa-
rable to the range of attraction. The introduction of long-range repulsion promotes
one-dimensional cluster growth resulting in thinner structures that allow greater po-
sitional fluctuations such that particles in gels are localized on length scales several
times that of the range of attraction. In the absence of repulsion some local crystalline
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structure is observed in the gels at lower strengths of attraction, while the presence
of long-range repulsion prevents the formation of any crystalline structure within the
duration of the simulation.
Few differences in both structure and dynamics were observed with changes in the
range of attraction except that longer ranges of attraction tend to promote easier bond
formation. With increasing volume fraction, the average local structure around each
particle changes very little while the gel becomes more dense, hindering positional
fluctuations and decreasing the length scales on which particles are localized.
Comparisons with experimental, simulation, and theoretical studies in the litera-
ture gave generally good qualitative agreement. Direct comparison with experimental
data, however, showed significant differences which might be due to limitations of the
simulated system size, differences in initial conditions, and inaccurately represented
electrostatic interactions.
Finally, both FLD and BD simulations are shown to give similar results for mi-
crostructure and dynamics of colloidal suspensions with short-range attraction and
long-range repulsion at a volume fraction of φ = 0.2.
3.4 Figures
This section contains all figures for Chapter 3.
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Figure 3.1: Equilibrium phase diagrams for the original AO potential V PAO(r) with
δA/a = 0.086 in the A-φ plane (a) and the np/n
∗
p-φ plane (b). The diagrams show
regions of stable fluid and crystal phases as well as fluid-crystal (F-C), crystal-crystal
(C-C), and fluid-crystal-crystal (F-C-C) coexistence. The dashed black lines are tie
lines between two coexisting phases, and the solid black line indicates a region of
three-phase coexistence.
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Figure 3.2: Equilibrium phase diagrams for the original AO potential V PAO(r) and
the modified potentials for use in FLD and BD simulations, V PFLD(r) and V
P
BD(r),
respectively, with δA/a = 0.086.
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Figure 3.3: Equilibrium phase diagrams for the original AO potential V PAO(r) for
different δA.
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Figure 3.4: Equilibrium phase diagrams for the original AO + Yukawa potentials,
V PAO(r) + V
P
Y (r), for different R with (κa)
−1 = 1.55 and δA/a = 0.086. For R > 0,
complex phase behavior is predicted at high φ and low A and is not shown here.
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Figure 3.5: Equilibrium phase diagrams for the original Yukawa potential V PY (r) in
the φ-(κa)−1 plane for different R.
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Figure 3.6: Color legend for shading particles by contact number.
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(a) εA/kT = 0.0 (b) εA/kT = 2.8 (c) εA/kT = 4.6
(d) εA/kT = 4.7 (e) εA/kT = 5.9 (f) εA/kT = 7.1
(g) εA/kT = 8.0 (h) εA/kT = 9.5 (i) εA/kT = 11.8
(j) εA/kT = 14.2 (k) εA/kT = 17.1 (l) εA/kT = 29.6
Figure 3.7: Particle configurations for different A (t/tB = 1500, φ = 0.2, R/kT = 0,
δA/a = 0.086).
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(a) εA/kT = 0.0 (b) εA/kT = 2.8 (c) εA/kT = 4.6
(d) εA/kT = 4.7 (e) εA/kT = 5.9 (f) εA/kT = 7.1
(g) εA/kT = 8.0 (h) εA/kT = 9.5 (i) εA/kT = 11.8
(j) εA/kT = 14.2 (k) εA/kT = 17.1 (l) εA/kT = 29.6
Figure 3.8: Particle configurations for different A (t/tB = 1500, φ = 0.2, R/kT = 0,
δA/a = 0.086). Only particles in a 5 radii thick slice are shown.
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(a) εA/kT = 4.7 (b) εA/kT = 5.9 (c) εA/kT = 7.1
(d) εA/kT = 8.0 (e) εA/kT = 9.5 (f) εA/kT = 11.8
Figure 3.9: Particle configurations for different A (t/tB = 1500, φ = 0.2, R/kT = 0,
δA/a = 0.086). Only particles with ϕC = 12 are shown.
(a) εA/kT = 4.7 (b) εA/kT = 5.9 (c) εA/kT = 7.1
(d) εA/kT = 8.0 (e) εA/kT = 9.5 (f) εA/kT = 11.8
Figure 3.10: Particle configurations for different A (t/tB = 1500, φ = 0.2, R/kT = 0,
δA/a = 0.086). Only particles with ϕC = 12 and their bonded neighbors are shown.
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Figure 3.11: Mean contact number versus A (t/tB = 1500, φ = 0.2, R/kT = 0,
δA/a = 0.086).
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Figure 3.12: Local crystalline order parameter versus A (t/tB = 1500, φ = 0.2,
R/kT = 0, δA/a = 0.086).
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Figure 3.13: Contact number distributions for different A (t/tB = 1500, φ = 0.2,
R/kT = 0, δA/a = 0.086).
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Figure 3.14: Structure factor for different A (t/tB = 1500, φ = 0.2, R/kT = 0,
δA/a = 0.086).
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Figure 3.15: Mean square displacement for different A with t0/tB = 1500 (φ = 0.2,
R/kT = 0, δA/a = 0.086).
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Figure 3.16: Root mean square displacement for different A with t/tB = 100 and
t0/tB = 1500 (φ = 0.2, R/kT = 0, δA/a = 0.086).
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Figure 3.17: Mean square displacement for different subpopulations of particles based
on contact numbers for A/kT = 4.7 with t0/tB = 1500 (φ = 0.2, R/kT = 0,
δA/a = 0.086).
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Figure 3.18: Mean square displacement for different subpopulations of particles based
on contact numbers for A/kT = 7.1 with t0/tB = 1500 (φ = 0.2, R/kT = 0,
δA/a = 0.086).
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Figure 3.19: Mean contact number versus time for different A (φ = 0.2, R/kT = 0,
δA/a = 0.086).
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Figure 3.20: Local crystalline order parameter versus time for different A (φ = 0.2,
R/kT = 0, δA/a = 0.086).
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Figure 3.21: Particle configurations for different values of A and R (t/tB = 1500,
φ = 0.2, (κa)−1 = 1.55, δA/a = 0.086). Only particles in a 5 radii thick slice are
shown. The red bars indicate a characteristic length scale as determined from the
low wavevector peak in S(q).
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Figure 3.22: Mean contact number versus A for different R (t/tB = 1500, φ = 0.2,
(κa)−1 = 1.55, δA/a = 0.086). Comparison of FLD with experimental results of
Dibble et al. [5].
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Figure 3.23: Root mean square displacement versus A for different R with t/tB = 100
and t0/tB = 1500 (φ = 0.2, (κa)
−1 = 1.55, δA/a = 0.086). Comparison of FLD with
experimental results of Dibble et al. [5].
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Figure 3.24: Mean contact number versus time for different A (φ = 0.2, (κa)
−1 =
1.55, R/kT = 10.8, δA/a = 0.086).
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Figure 3.25: Maximum cluster size versus time for different A (φ = 0.2, (κa)
−1 =
1.55, R/kT = 10.8, δA/a = 0.086).
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(a) t/tB = 1.0 (b) t/tB = 2.0 (c) t/tB = 4.0
Figure 3.26: Particle configurations at different times (φ = 0.2, (κa)−1 = 1.55,
R/kT = 10.8, δA/a = 0.086, A/kT = 17.1). Only particles in the three largest
clusters are shown, and each cluster has a different color.
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Figure 3.27: Mean square displacement for different A with t0/tB = 1500 (φ = 0.2,
(κa)−1 = 1.55, R/kT = 10.8).
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Figure 3.28: Structure factor for different R (t/tB = 1500, φ = 0.2, (κa)
−1 = 1.55,
δA/a = 0.086, A/kT = 17.1).
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Figure 3.29: Mean contact number versus time for different R (φ = 0.2, (κa)
−1 =
1.55, δA/a = 0.086, A/kT = 17.1).
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Figure 3.30: Contact number distributions for different R (t/tB = 1500, φ = 0.2,
(κa)−1 = 1.55, δA/a = 0.086, A/kT = 17.1).
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Figure 3.31: Maximum cluster size versus time for different R (φ = 0.2, (κa)
−1 =
1.55, δA/a = 0.086, A/kT = 17.1).
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Figure 3.32: Time to achieve ϕX = 500 versus R (φ = 0.2, (κa)
−1 = 1.55, δA/a =
0.086, A/kT = 17.1).
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Figure 3.33: Mean square displacement for different eR with t0/tB = 1500 (φ = 0.2,
(κa)−1 = 1.55, δA/a = 0.086, A/kT = 17.1).
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(a) εA/kT = 9.5,  εA/εR = 1.8 (b) εA/kT = 10.5,  εA/εR = 1.9 (c) εA/kT = 11.8,  εA/εR = 2.2
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Figure 3.34: Particle configurations are shown in (a)–(c) for systems with parameters
similar to those for which the ground-state of isolated clusters is similar to the Bernal
spiral (t/tB = 1500, φ = 0.2, (κa)
−1 = 1.55, R/kT = 5.4, δA/a = 0.086). Only
particles in a 5 radii thick slice are shown. Perfect Bernal spirals are illustrated in
(d) colored by ϕC and (e) colored red, green, and yellow as an aid in visualizing the
structure.
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Figure 3.35: Particle configurations for different A and δA (t/tB = 1000, φ = 0.4,
R/kT = 0). Only particles in a 5 radii thick slice are shown.
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Figure 3.36: Mean contact number versus A for different δA (t/tB = 1000, φ = 0.4,
R/kT = 0).
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Figure 3.37: Local crystalline order parameter versus A for different δA (t/tB = 1000,
φ = 0.4, R/kT = 0).
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Figure 3.38: Contact number distributions for different δA (t/tB = 1000, φ = 0.4,
R/kT = 0, A/kT = 20.0).
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Figure 3.39: Structure factor for different δA (t/tB = 1000, φ = 0.4, R/kT = 0,
A/kT = 20.0).
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Figure 3.40: Root mean square displacement versus A for different δA with t/tB = 100
and t0/tB = 1000 (φ = 0.4, R/kT = 0).
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Figure 3.41: Mean square displacement for different δA with t0/tB = 1000 (φ = 0.4,
R/kT = 0, A/kT = 20.0).
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Figure 3.42: Particle configurations for different A and φ (t/tB = 1000, R/kT = 0,
δA/a = 0.12).
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Figure 3.43: Particle configurations for different A and φ (t/tB = 1000, R/kT = 0,
δA/a = 0.12). Only particles in a 5 radii thick slice are shown.
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Figure 3.44: Mean contact number versus A for different φ (t/tB = 1000, R/kT = 0,
δA/a = 0.12).
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Figure 3.45: Local crystalline order parameter versus A for different φ (t/tB = 1000,
R/kT = 0, δA/a = 0.12).
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Figure 3.46: Contact number distributions for different φ (t/tB = 1000, R/kT = 0,
δA/a = 0.12, A/kT = 20.0).
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Figure 3.47: Structure factor for different φ (t/tB = 1000, R/kT = 0, δA/a = 0.12,
A/kT = 20.0).
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Figure 3.48: Structure factor for different A (t/tB = 1000, φ = 0.4, R/kT = 0,
δA/a = 0.12). Compared with experimental results of Shah et al. [6] for φ = 0.4,
δA/a = 0.12, and A/kT = 4.9 (as determined using the AO potential with physical
parameters Rg/a = 0.061 and np/n
∗
p = 0.1).
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Figure 3.49: Root mean square displacement versus A for different φ with t/tB = 100
and t0/tB = 1000 (R/kT = 0, δA/a = 0.12).
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Figure 3.50: Mean square displacement for different φ with t0/tB = 1000 (R/kT = 0,
δA/a = 0.12, A/kT = 20.0).
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Figure 3.51: Mean contact number versus A for different R (t/tB = 1500, φ = 0.2,
(κa)−1 = 1.55, δA/a = 0.086). Comparison of FLD and BD.
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Figure 3.52: Root mean square displacement versus A for different R with t/tB = 100
and t0/tB = 1500 (φ = 0.2, (κa)
−1 = 1.55, t/tB = 1500). Comparison of FLD and
BD.
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Figure 3.53: Mean contact number versus time for different A (φ = 0.2, R/kT = 0,
δA/a = 0.086). Comparison of FLD and BD.
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Figure 3.54: Mean contact number versus time for different A (φ = 0.2, (κa)
−1 =
1.55, R/kT = 10.8, δA/a = 0.086). Comparison of FLD and BD.
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Figure 3.55: Mean contact number versus time for different R (φ = 0.2, (κa)
−1 =
1.55, δA/a = 0.086, A/kT = 17.1). Comparison of FLD and BD.
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Figure 3.56: Mean square displacement for different A with t0/tB = 1500 (φ = 0.2,
R/kT = 0, δA/a = 0.086). Comparison of FLD and BD.
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Figure 3.57: Mean square displacement for different A with t0/tB = 1500 (φ = 0.2,
(κa)−1 = 1.55, R/kT = 10.8, δA/a = 0.086). Comparison of FLD and BD.
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Figure 3.58: Mean square displacement for different eR with t0/tB = 1500 (φ = 0.2,
(κa)−1 = 1.55, δA/a = 0.086, A/kT = 17.1). Comparison of FLD and BD.
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Figure 3.59: Local crystalline order parameter versus A for different R (t/tB = 1500,
φ = 0.2, (κa)−1 = 1.55, δA/a = 0.086). Comparison of FLD and BD.
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Figure 3.60: Local crystalline order parameter versus time for different A (φ = 0.2,
R/kT = 0, δA/a = 0.086). Comparison of FLD and BD.
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Figure 3.61: Maximum cluster size versus time for different A (φ = 0.2, (κa)
−1 =
1.55, R/kT = 10.8, δA/a = 0.086). Comparison of FLD and BD.
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Figure 3.62: Maximum cluster size versus time for different R (φ = 0.2, (κa)
−1 =
1.55, δA/a = 0.086, A/kT = 17.18). Comparison of FLD and BD.
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Chapter 4
Rheology
In this chapter, we present results on the rheology of colloidal suspensions with short-
range attraction and long-range repulsion. The focus is primarily on the linear vis-
coelastic regime. Dynamic simulations using Fast Lubrication Dynamics (FLD) are
employed to study the rheological response to steady shear and relaxation tests. The
effects of varying the range of attraction δA, strength of attraction A, strength of
repulsion R, and volume fraction φ are discussed. Direct comparisons are also made
with experimental work in the published literature. Figures are found at the end of
this chapter in Section 4.5.
The selection of system parameters is motivated by the confocal microscopy ex-
periments of Dibble et al. [5] and the rheological experiments of Shah et al. [7], both
of which investigated colloid-polymer mixtures. Table 3.1 lists the parameters used
in this work and, unless otherwise noted, Equation (2.24) gives the form of the in-
terparticle potential used in the FLD simulations. Shear simulations are performed
with gelled particle configurations obtained from FLD simulations as described in
Section 3.2.
4.1 Linear Viscoelasticity
A viscoelastic material exhibits both viscous and elastic characteristics when being
strained. When the strain is sufficiently small, the relationship between the stress and
the strain history is linear, and the material is said to exhibit linear viscoelasticity.
In this linear regime, the shear stress σ(t) is related to the strain rate γ˙(t) by the
general linear viscoelastic model [68, p. 280]:
σ(t) =
∫ t
−∞
G(t− s)γ˙(s)ds, (4.1)
where G(t) is the relaxation modulus, and γ˙(t) = dγ(t)/dt, where γ(t) is the strain.
Note that the stress can only respond to strain history, and, therefore, G(t) = 0
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Table 4.1: Simple linear viscoelastic models, their relaxation modulus G(t), and their
stress growth coefficient η+(t). δD(t) is the Dirac delta function.
Model G(t ≥ 0) η+(t ≥ 0)
Newtonian Fluid ηδD(t) η
Hookean Solid G0 G0t
Kelvin-Voigt ηδD(t) +G0 η +G0t
Single-Mode Maxwell G0 exp
(
−G0
η
t
)
η
(
1− exp
(
−G0
η
t
))
for t < 0. In general, a material for which G(t) decays to zero at long times is
called a viscoelastic fluid, and a material for which G(t) has a non-zero asymptotic
value G(∞) = limt→∞G(t) is called a viscoelastic solid. In this chapter we will use
the non-bold symbol σ to denote the shear stress component of the stress tensor σ
(bold-symbol).
There are many models of viscoelastic behavior [68, 109, 110]. At the two extremes
are the Newtonian fluid and Hookean solid. The Newtonian fluid is purely viscous
with a viscosity η, and the Hookean solid is purely elastic with an elastic modulus
G0. Table 4.1 defines G(t) for these models as well as two other simple models—
the Kelvin-Voigt and the single-mode Maxwell. While these models are instructive
for understanding basic concepts of linear viscoelasticity, real materials are likely to
display more complex behavior. In particular, colloidal gels often exhibit two distinct
relaxation processes, similar to glassy materials [9, p. 212]. While particles in a glass
are locally confined due to caging, they are confined due to bonds in a gel. At short
times, particles are free to diffuse within their confined environment, and this sets
the β relaxation time. The time required for particles to diffuse out of their confined
environment sets the α relaxation time. As the strength of attraction increases and
the particles become more confined, the α relaxation time increases. Both of these
relaxation processes decay more slowly than simple exponential decay, indicating the
presence of many modes with a wide distribution of time scales [49].
Whether gels formed by colloid-polymer mixtures should be considered viscoelas-
tic fluids or solids by the definition given above depends on the time scales of interest.
In theory, the finite strength of attraction leads to finite bond lifetimes, and G(t) will
decay to zero at sufficiently long times classifying the gel as a viscoelastic fluid.
However, these times may be significantly longer that the time scales of interest, in
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which case G(t) is not observed to decay to zero, and the gel might be classified as a
viscoelastic solid.
There are several tests which can be performed to determine G(t) for a given
material [68, p. 281]. We will discuss three of them in Sections 4.1.1–4.1.3. The
numerical details of how we determine G(t) from our simulation data will then be
presented in Section 4.1.4 followed by techniques for noise reduction in Section 4.1.5.
4.1.1 Stress Growth upon Inception of Steady Shear
Consider the stress response upon inception of steady shear. The strain history is
given by
γ˙(t) =
{
0, t < 0,
γ˙0, t ≥ 0,
(4.2)
where γ˙0 is the constant shear rate. In the linear regime, the stress response is
given by Equation (4.1), which, after substituting the constant γ˙0 and applying a
transformation of variables, becomes
σ(t) = γ˙0
∫ t
0
G(s)ds. (4.3)
Therefore, as long as the total strain remains small enough to be in the linear regime,
we can determine G(t) as
G(t) =
d
dt
σ(t)
γ˙0
. (4.4)
In the limit as γ˙0 → 0, the stress response will be linear for all t. The stress
growth coefficient η+(t) is defined as
η+(t) = lim
γ˙0→0
σ(t)
γ˙0
=
∫ t
0
G(s)ds. (4.5)
By plotting σ(t)/γ˙0 versus t for different γ˙0, the linear regime can be identified by the
regions in which the curves overlap and coincide with η+(t). Table 4.1 gives η+(t) for
some simple viscoelastic models. As expected, the stress for the Newtonian fluid is
proportional to γ˙0, and the stress for the Hookean solid is proportional to the total
strain γ(t) = γ˙0t.
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4.1.2 Combined Shear Shear and Relaxation
For long term behavior of G(t), it may be difficult to use steady shear as the low shear
rates required will result in greater noise-to-signal ratios. Instead, a steady shear can
be performed at a higher shear rate for a short time t0 after which the strain is held
constant while the stress relaxes. The strain history is given by
γ˙(t) =

0, t < 0,
γ˙0, 0 ≤ t < t0,
0, t ≥ t0,
(4.6)
and if the total strain is small enough to be in the linear regime, the stress response
is given by
σ(t) = γ˙0
∫ t
t−t0
G(s)ds. (4.7)
By differentiation of Equation (4.7) we obtain
G(t) =
d
dt
σ(t)
γ˙0
+G(t− t0). (4.8)
In the limit as t0 → 0 with fixed γ0 = γ˙0t0, we find
G(t) =
σ(t)
γ0
. (4.9)
While this limit can not be achieved in practice, it serves to illustrate the physical
meaning of G(t)—the stress relaxation in response to an instantaneous step strain.
4.1.3 Oscillatory Shear
Alternatively, an oscillatory shear can be applied with straining frequency ω and
maximum strain amplitude γ0. The oscillatory stress response is then characterized
by the elastic modulus G′(ω) and viscous modulus G′′(ω). These frequency dependent
moduli are related to G(t) through Fourier transforms as will be shown below. While
this type of test is very common in experimental work, it is not always well suited
to simulations due to the long times that can be required for the initial transient
response to fade.
For the oscillatory shear test, the strain history is given by
γ˙(t) = ωγ0 cos(ωt). (4.10)
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For simplicity, we will give the following derivation for the viscoelastic fluid, where
G(∞) = 0, for which the stress response in the linear regime is given by
σ(t) = ωγ0
∫ ∞
0
G(s) cos(ωt− ωs)ds. (4.11)
Substituting a trigonometric identity gives
σ(t) = ωγ0 sin(ωt)
∫ ∞
0
G(s) sin(ωs)ds+ ωγ0 cos(ωt)
∫ ∞
0
G(s) cos(ωs)ds. (4.12)
G′(ω) and G′′(ω) are defined for the viscoelastic fluid as
G′(ω) = ω
∫ ∞
0
G(s) sin(ωs)ds, (4.13)
G′′(ω) = ω
∫ ∞
0
G(s) cos(ωs)ds, (4.14)
and the stress can then be written as
σ(t) = G′(ω)γ0 sin(ωt) +G′′(ω)γ0 cos(ωt). (4.15)
Note that G′(ω) is proportional to the strain and represents the storage of elastic
energy, while G′′(ω) is proportional to the strain rate and represents the viscous
dissipation of that energy. For this reason, G′(ω) and G′′(ω) are sometimes referred
to as the storage and loss moduli.
For the more general case including the viscoelastic solid, it can be shown that
[109, p. 116]
G′(ω) = G(∞) + ω
∫ ∞
0
(G(s)−G(∞)) sin(ωs)ds, (4.16)
G′′(ω) = ω
∫ ∞
0
(G(s)−G(∞)) cos(ωs)ds, (4.17)
and the stress response is still given by Equation (4.15). It can also be shown that
[109, pp.138–139]
G(t ≥ 0) = G(∞) + 2
pi
∫ ∞
0
G′(ω)
ω
sin(ωt)dω, (4.18)
G(t ≥ 0) = G(∞) + 2
pi
∫ ∞
0
G′′(ω)−G(∞)
ω
cos(ωt)dω. (4.19)
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Note that only one of G′(ω) or G′′(ω) are needed in order to obtain G(t). For an
arbitrary function G(t) on the interval −∞ to∞, the sine transform is related to the
odd part of G(t), and the cosine transform is related to the even part of G(t). For
the half interval 0 to ∞, either transform is sufficient.
4.1.4 Determination of Linear Viscoelastic Properties
Due to the longer simulation times required for oscillatory shear tests, we choose to
perform combined shear and relaxation tests to obtain G(t) and then calculate G′(ω)
and G′′(ω) by Fourier transform. In principle, Equation (4.8) could be used in a
recursive manner [111], but the noisy simulation data makes it difficult to evaluate
the required derivatives. Furthermore, the resulting G(t) must be very smooth in
order to obtain good results with the Fourier transforms.
Rather than choosing a function to fit to the stress data, we assume the func-
tional form of G(t) and then obtain the analytical form of the stress response by
Equation (4.7) which is then used to fit the data by a least squares procedure. We
define G(t) in a piecewise fashion using splines for the majority of the data and a
power law at short times. In addition, since we must know G(t) for all t in order to
perform the transforms, we use a simple exponential for long times.
We use a fifth degree Hermite spline which has continuous first and second deriva-
tives. The six Hermite basis functions are defined in the unit interval x = [0, 1] as
h1(x) =1− 10x3 + 15x4 − 6x5, (4.20)
h2(x) =x− 6x3 + 8x4 − 3x5, (4.21)
h3(x) =
1
2
x2 − 3
2
x3 +
3
2
x4 − 1
2
x5, (4.22)
h4(x) =10x
3 − 15x4 + 6x5, (4.23)
h5(x) =− 4x3 + 7x4 − 3x5, (4.24)
h6(x) =
1
2
x3 − x4 + 1
2
x5. (4.25)
Given n points xi, i = 1, . . . , n, the function y = f(x) can be interpolated in the
interval x = [xi, xi+1] by the interpolant pi(x˜) defined as
pi(x˜) =yih1(x˜) + y
′
ih2(x˜)∆x+ y
′′
i h3(x˜)∆x
2+ (4.26)
yi+1h4(x˜) + y
′
i+1h5(x˜)∆x+ y
′′
i+1h6(x˜)∆x
2, (4.27)
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where
∆x =xi+1 − xi, (4.28)
x˜ =
x− xi
∆x
, (4.29)
yi =f(xi), (4.30)
y′i =
d
dx
f(xi), (4.31)
y′′i =
d2
dx2
f(xi). (4.32)
We find it most convenient to actually fit the spline to η+(t) with log variables. Let
x = ln(t) and y = ln(η+(t) − η′∞). We then define η+(t) with continuous first and
second derivatives as
η+(t) =

0, t ≤ 0,
η′∞ +
a
1− bt
1−b, 0 ≤ t ≤ t1,
η′∞ + exp[pi(x˜)], ti ≤ t ≤ ti+1, i = 1, . . . , n− 1,
η′∞ +
c1
c2
[1− exp(−c2t)], t ≥ tn,
(4.33)
where
y1 = ln
(
a
1− bt
1−b
1
)
, (4.34)
y′1 =1− b, (4.35)
y′′1 =0, (4.36)
yn = ln
(
c1
c2
[1− exp(−c2tn)]
)
, (4.37)
y′n =
c2tn exp(−c2tn)
1− exp(−c2tn) , (4.38)
y′′n =c2tn exp(−c2tn)
(
1− c2tn − exp(−c2tn)
(1− exp(−c2tn))2
)
. (4.39)
We then obtain the following form for G(t) with continuous first derivative as
G(t) =

0, t < 0,
η′∞δD(t) + at
−b, 0 ≤ t ≤ t1,
1
t∆x
exp(pi(x˜))
d
dx˜
pi(x˜), ti ≤ t ≤ ti+1, i = 1, . . . , n− 1,
c1 exp(−c2t), t ≥ tn.
(4.40)
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The stress response to the combined shear and relaxation test as given in Equa-
tion (4.7) can be written as
σ(t) = γ˙0
(
η+(t)− η+(t− t0)
)
. (4.41)
We fit Equation (4.41) to the simulation data and determine the values of a, b, c1,
c2, yi, and y
′
i for i = 2, . . . , n− 1 by a least squares procedure while the values of y′′i
for i = 2, . . . , n − 1 are determined by a centered finite difference formula using the
values of y′i.
4.1.5 Noise Reduction
Simulations of Brownian suspensions are inherently noisy. Determination of rheolog-
ical properties can be very difficult as the noise can be several orders of magnitude
larger than the signal of interest. There are several ways to reduce this noise such as
increasing the number of particles in the simulation or averaging over multiple real-
izations where each realization may have a different initial configuration, a different
sequence of random numbers for generating Brownian forces, or the shear field may
be applied in a different direction. With each of these methods, the noise typically
decreases as N−1/2, where N is the number of realizations or particles.
A more efficient method for noise reduction can be developed by modification of
an algorithm presented by Wagner and O¨ttinger [112] for Brownian Dynamics (BD)
simulations. The algorithm of [112] is itself a modification of algorithms developed for
molecular dynamics simulations. In this algorithm, two simulations are performed,
both starting from the same initial configuration and both using the same stochastic
displacements. One is an equilibrium simulation run in the absence of an external
field, and the other is a nonequilibrium simulation run with an applied shear field.
The ensemble average of the off-diagonal components of the stress tensor for the
equilibrium simulation are known analytically to be zero. The instantaneous stress
components of the equilibrium simulation are subtracted from those of the nonequi-
librium simulation. A noise reduction of several orders of magnitude can be obtained
in this way by using only 2 simulations. This method is only effective for a short
time, however, as the two simulations can quickly become decorrelated.
This method can be adapted for FLD simulations by a simple modification. We
first recognize that in BD simulations, the stochastic displacements are independent
of the particle configuration since hydrodynamic interactions are neglected. In FLD
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simulations, however, the stochastic displacements are dependent on the particle con-
figuration through the resistance matrix (see Equation (2.56)). Therefore, we can not
simply use the same stochastic displacements, or even the same stochastic Brown-
ian forces. Instead, we use the same sequence of random numbers to generate the
stochastic forces and displacements. For BD simulations, as long as the same random
numbers are applied to the same particles in each simulation, this reduces to the orig-
inal method of [112]. For FLD simulations, it is more complex as the Brownian forces
are split into isotropic and lubrication contributions (see Equation (2.110)). Care
must be taken to ensure that the same random numbers are applied to the same par-
ticles (isotropic part) and the same pairs (lubrication part) in each simulation. This
can be done most simply and inefficiently by generating 3N +3(N/2)(N −1) random
numbers at each time step—3 for each of N particles and 3 for each of (N/2)(N − 1)
possible particle pairs. This can be done more efficiently through the use of a Verlet
neighbor list [113] shared by both simulations.
An additional modification must be made to apply this technique to the nonequi-
librium gels in this work since the ensemble average of the stress in a non-sheared
simulation of these nonequilibrium gels is not necessarily zero. Instead, we use the
same sequence of random numbers for pairs of simulations sheared in opposite di-
rections and then average the stress from the two simulations. We refer to these
paired simulations with identical random numbers as mirrored runs. An example is
illustrated in Figure 4.1. In Figure 4.1 (a), the shear stress versus time is shown for
two individual simulations both of which have the shear gradient in the positive y
direction, while the shear flow is in either the positive or negative x direction. The
average of the two simulations is also shown. Note how the large fluctuations from
the individual simulations cancel each other in the average while leaving the desired
signal intact.
To validate the method, Figure 4.1 (b) compares the results of mirrored and non-
mirrored runs where in both cases the stress has been averaged over 4 initial config-
urations and 6 shear directions. For the mirrored runs, only 1 sequence of random
numbers was used for each configuration and direction, while for the non-mirrored
runs, the results have been averaged over 10 statistically independent sequences of
random numbers for each configuration and direction. The mirrored runs give the
correct result but require far fewer simulations to achieve a comparable level of noise.
In this comparison, the level of noise in the mirrored runs is actually smaller than
the non-mirrored runs at short times. As mirrored runs proceed in opposite shear
directions, they become decorrelated and the noise reduction becomes less effective.
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To further decrease the noise at longer times, we average the results over small time
windows.
4.2 Steady Shear Results
In this section, results are presented for steady shear simulations. Each simulation
starts with a gelled particle configuration obtained from FLD simulations as de-
scribed in Section 3.2. The systems are sheared at constant Pe for as long as 1tB
(see Section 2.3.2 for definitions of Pe and tB). Results are averaged over 4 initial
configurations (each obtained from separate quiescent runs with statistically inde-
pendent initial configurations) and 6 shear directions with each pair of mirrored runs
averaged over 1–10 statistically independent sequences of random numbers. The dis-
cussion will first look at results for systems with φ = 0.2, R/kT = 0, δA/a = 0.086,
A/kT = 17.1, and Pe = 1.
Figure 4.2 plots σ versus t for t/tB = 0 to 0.1 in (a) and t/tB = 0 to 1 in (b). Note
that γ = tBPe so these systems have been sheared for a complete strain unit. Initially,
σ increases and reaches a maximum as the suspension strain softens and yields. After
this maximum, σ gradually decreases and at long times would attain a steady-state
value. The strain at which σ reaches a maximum is called the yield strain referring
to the process of the suspension microstructure yielding and deforming in response to
the applied shear field. For this system, the yield strain is about γ = 0.02, consistent
with theoretical and experimental results which are generally in the range of 0.02–0.1
[114, and references therein].
4.2.1 Microstructure
We investigate the changes in suspension microstructure through several measures of
bond statistics. Each measure is calculated for all bonds as well as for only those
bonds in the compression or extension quadrants which are defined as follows. For
each pair of bonded particles, the center-to-center separation vector is projected onto
the shear flow-gradient plane. Particle pairs that are aligned such that the shear
flow would tend to push them together fall in the compression quadrants, while those
pairs that would tend to be pulled apart by the shear fall in the extension quadrants.
For a Cartesian coordinate system, where the flow is in the positive x direction, and
the gradient is in the positive y direction, the compression quadrants correspond to
quadrants II and IV, and the extension quadrants correspond to quadrants I and III.
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Let NB be the number of bonds in the unit cell at a given time. When NB is
determined by including all bonds, its value may only change by bonds being formed
or broken. When NB is determined for a specific quadrant, however, its value may
also change due to bonds rotating out of one quadrant and into another. We define
NBF as the number of bonds formed since t = 0 and NBB as the number of bonds
broken since t = 0. The quantity NBF − NBB is therefore a measure of the net
number of bonds formed. Figure 4.3 plots NB versus t relative to its value at t = 0
for A/kT = 17.1, φ = 0.2, R/kT = 0, δA/a = 0.086, and Pe = 1, and Figure 4.4
plots NBF − NBB versus t for the same system. The black curves give the results
when considering all bonds and are identical in both figures. The total NB remains
unchanged for t/tB . 0.018, but decreases monotonically for t/tB & 0.018. For
the compression quadrants, the red curve in Figure 4.3 indicates that NB decreases
monotonically with time, but the red curve in Figure 4.4 indicates that NBF − NBB
is virtually zero. This implies that the loss of bonds in the compression quadrants is
solely due to the rotation of bonds into the extension quadrants. For the extension
quadrants, the blue curve in Figure 4.3 indicates that NB increases for t/tB . 0.018
but then decreases and remains relatively constant for t/tB & 0.04. The blue curve
in Figure 4.4 indicates that NBF − NBB is zero for t/tB . 0.018 but then decreases
monotonically for t/tB & 0.018. This implies that for t/tB & 0.04, the net rate of
bonds rotating into the extension quadrants (the difference between the rates of bonds
rotating into and out of the extension quadrants) is about the same as the net rate
of bonds being broken in the extension quadrants. We also note that bonds begin
breaking at γ ≈ 0.018, just before the maximum in σ. Therefore, bond breaking
appears to be a significant part of the yielding process for this gel.
We define the bond vector rB between particles α and β as
rB = xβ − xα, (4.42)
and the bond length rB = |rB|. In Figure 4.5 we plot the mean bond length rB versus
t. As expected, bonds initially become shorter in the compression quadrants and
longer in the extension quadrants. However, for t/tB & 0.005, rB increases for both
quadrants and attains relatively steady values. These changes are very small. We do
not have an explanation for this increase in the compression quadrants and note the
possibility of many-body effects.
We next look at the relative amounts of bond rotation and stretching (which also
includes compressing). Let rB1 and rB2 be a given bond vector at times t1 and t2,
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respectively. The bond displacement from time t1 to t2 is then given as
∆rB = rB2 − rB1. (4.43)
We define a unit average bond vector as
d =
rB1
|rB1| +
rB2
|rB2|∣∣∣∣ rB1|rB1| + rB2|rB2|
∣∣∣∣ , (4.44)
We then divide the bond displacement into a rotational part and a stretching part,
i.e.,
∆rB = ∆rrotate +∆rstretch, (4.45)
where
∆rrotate = (δ − dd) ·∆rB, (4.46)
∆rstretch = dd ·∆rB, (4.47)
where δ is the Kronecker delta. The rotational fraction of the bond displacement is
then defined as
ψR =
|∆rrotate|
|∆rB| , (4.48)
along with the stretching fraction
ψS =
|∆rstretch|
|∆rB| . (4.49)
Note that ψ2R + ψ
2
S = 1. Figure 4.6 plots the average rotational fraction ψR versus t,
where the bond displacement has been calculated relative to the previous time step
(solid lines) or t = 0 (dashed lines). The results are also shown for the compression
and extension quadrants. For reference, Figure 4.6 also plots ψR versus t for the same
system in the absence of shear (the green curves). These curves are more noisy as
they have only been calculated for a single realization. When calculated relative to
the previous time step, ψR stays relatively constant with a value of about 0.66 for
both the sheared and quiescent systems. This implies that the bond displacements
over short time intervals in the sheared systems are dominated by Brownian motion.
When calculated relative to t = 0, ψR increases with t as some of the short-time Brow-
nian motion is averaged out and reaches higher values for the sheared systems than
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for the quiescent system. This implies that in the sheared systems, bond displace-
ments are becoming more dominated by rotation due to the shear field as opposed to
stretching. These results are consistent with the small changes in rB and demonstrate
the ability of the strong lubrication interactions to resist stretching or compressing
of particles near contact. Note that the FLD implementation used in this work in-
cluded lubrication interactions for the stretching and compressing mode but not for
the rotating or sliding mode.
4.2.2 Contributions to Stress
We now return to the stress response and examine it in more detail. In Section 2.3.3
it was shown that the total stress σ can be expressed as the sum of a rate of strain
contribution σE, a Brownian contribution σB, and an interparticle contribution σP,
σ = I.T. + σE + σB + σP, (4.50)
where I.T. is an isotropic term, and
σE = 2ηs 〈E∞〉 − ρ
〈(
RSU ·R−1FU ·RFE −RSE
)
: E∞
〉
, (4.51)
σB = −ρ 〈kT∇ · (RSU ·R−1FU)+ xF B〉 , (4.52)
σP = −ρ 〈(RSU ·R−1FU + xI) · F P〉 . (4.53)
The angle brackets denote an average over all particles. With the inclusion of the
contact force as described in Section 2.3.6, we must decide how to treat the additional
contributions to σ. First, we define two additional contributions: σC,B, which is
related to the Brownian contribution to the contact force,
σC,B = −ρ 〈(RSU ·R−1FU + xI) · F C,B〉 , (4.54)
and σC,P, which is related to the interparticle contribution to the contact force,
σC,P = −ρ 〈(RSU ·R−1FU + xI) · F C,P〉 . (4.55)
Rather than treat these as separate contributions, they can also be included with
other contributions. Recall that the idea of the contact force is to cancel forces that
should not have occurred because they resulted in overlaps. Unfortunately, in a non-
dilute system, the occurrence of an overlap can not be attributed to specific forces.
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Recognizing this, we arbitrarily define the following modified contributions
σB
∗
= σB + σC,B, (4.56)
σP
∗
= σP + σC,P. (4.57)
Recall again, that in this chapter we use the non-bold symbol σ to denote the
shear component of the stress tensor σ (bold symbol). Figure 4.7 plots the different
contributions to σ versus t for A/kT = 17.1 with φ = 0.2, R/kT = 0, δA/a = 0.086,
and Pe = 1, where the contact force contributions separately as σC,B and σC,P in
(a) and included in σB
∗
and σP
∗
in (b). We see that σC,P is relatively small and
qualitatively similar in comparison to σP, so the combined result σP
∗
is changed little
compared to σP. For σB
∗
, however, inclusion of σC,B introduces significant changes.
While σB decreases for t ≤ 0.1, σB∗ initially increases, then reaches a maximum and
decreases. For comparison, we perform additional steady shear simulations without
the contact force but using the interparticle potential V PAO,SRR(r) which includes a
short-range repulsion (see Section 2.1.8). Figure 4.8 plots σ versus t as obtained from
simulations using the contact force (a) and the short-range repulsion (b). The modi-
fied contributions σB
∗
and σP
∗
in (a) are qualitatively similar to the contributions σB
and σP in (b). Thus, the modified stress contributions σB
∗
and σP
∗
, while imperfect,
give the correct qualitative behavior.
For further insight, we divide the stress into contributions from the compression
and extension quadrants based on pairs of particles with lubrication interactions and
plot these in Figures 4.9–4.12. From Figure 4.9, we see σ rises in both quadrants
reaching a maximum near γ ≈ 0.018, but then decreases in the compression quadrants
while remaining steady in the extension quadrant. Both σP
∗
and σB
∗
display equal
but opposite values in different quadrants at t/tB = 0. As the suspension is sheared,
σP
∗
and σB
∗
increases in both quadrants reaching a maximum. Note that σB
∗
yields
before σP
∗
. There is little decrease in all but σB
∗
compression.
4.2.3 Effects of Changing A and R
Figure 4.13 compares σ versus t for different A. For all systems, σ reaches a maximum
at γ ≈ 0.018, but the maximum value of σ increases with increasing A. Figure 4.14
compares σ versus t for different R with (κa)
−1 = 1.55 and A/kT = 17.1. With
increasing R, the stress grows more slowly. We recall from Section 3.2.2 that with
increasing R, the gel structures become thinner and more flexible as evidenced by the
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larger plateaus in ∆x2. This greater flexibility allows the gel to deform more before
yielding resulting in a more ductile material as opposed to the more brittle gel formed
in the absence of repulsion. Note that for R/kT ≥ 27.0, a connected structure was
not formed due to the long time scales required for bond formation (see Figure 3.31).
To relate the stress response to the microstructure, we plot NBF − NBB versus t in
Figure 4.15. With increasing R, longer times are required before observing net bond
breaking. For R/kT > 0, net bond breaking does not coincide with maximums in σ.
For all of these systems, shearing results in net bond formation in the compression
quadrant, and for some systems, net bond formation for both quadrants combined.
4.2.4 Determination of the Linear Regime
Before continuing with the combined shear and relaxation tests to characterize the
linear viscoelastic response, the linear regime must be determined for these systems.
As discussed in Section 4.1.1, plots of σ/γ˙0 versus t will coincide for different γ˙0 in
the linear regime. To illustrate, Figure 4.16 plots σ/ρkTPe vs t for different Pe. The
curve for Pe = 1 departs from the other two curves at γ ≈ 0.005, and the curve for
Pe = 0.1 also departs from the curve for Pe = 0.01 at γ ≈ 0.005. In this way, we
may identify the linear regime for this system as γ . 0.005.
We determine the linear regime for all our systems by comparing stress curves for
Pe = 1.0 and 0.1. To better observe the power law behavior of the stress growth
at short time, we subtract the infinite-frequency dynamic viscosity η′∞ from σ. The
quantity η′∞ is obtained from the intercept of the σ versus t plots. Since our finite Pe
simulations must average σ over each time step in order to correctly account for the
σB, they are unable to give σ at t = 0. Instead, we calculate η′∞ using Equation (2.68).
Figure 4.17 plots σ versus t for different A with φ = 0.4, R/kT = 0, and δA/a =
0.12 with (a) being a linear-log plot and (b) a log-log plot. These curves indicate that
the linear regime becomes smaller with increasing A, but that the response is fairly
linear for γ . 0.005 for all these systems. Figure 4.18 plots σ versus t for different
A with φ = 0.4, R/kT = 0, and δA/a = 0.05. These curves indicate that the
linear regime becomes smaller with decreasing δA, but that the response for all these
systems is linear for γ . 0.002. More comprehensive results for the determination of
the linear regime are found in Appendix B. For all systems considered in this work,
the stress growth for short times displays a power law behavior with an exponent of
about 0.75.
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4.3 Combined Stress and Relaxation Results
In this section, results are presented for combined shear and relaxation simulations.
The shearing was done with Pe = 1, and for most systems, the shearing lasted for a
duration of t0/tB = 0.005 giving a total strain γ0 = 0.005. The exceptions are those
systems with δA/a = 0.05 which are sheared for a duration of t0/tB = 0.002 giving a
total strain γ0 = 0.002. For t > t0, the strain was held constant and the simulation
continued until reaching a final time of t/tB = 100. Results are averaged over 4
initial configurations (each obtained from separate quiescent runs with statistically
independent initial configurations) and 6 shear directions. Each pair of mirrored runs
are averaged over 10 statistically independent sequences of random numbers during
shear, while a single sequence of random numbers was used during relaxation. Note,
however, that the sequence of random numbers used for each pair of mirrored runs
(120 pairs for shear and 12 pairs for relaxation) are statistically independent. To
further reduce the noise, the stress response is time averaged over an exponentially
increasing window.
4.3.1 Relaxation of Microstructure and Contributions to
Stress
General results on the microstructural response as well as the different stress contri-
butions are presented, focusing on the system with φ = 0.2, R/kT = 0, δA/a = 0.086,
A/kT = 17.1. Referring back to Figure 4.4, we see that there is no net bond breaking
during the short shear, but Figure 4.5 indicates that rB increases in the extension
quadrants and decreases in the compression quadrants in response to steady shear.
Figure 4.19 plots rB versus t on a linear-log plot for the combined shear and relaxation
test. For t/tB ≥ t0, in the absence of shear, the difference between rB for the different
quadrants decreases while the total rB remains relatively constant and slightly larger
than before the shear. By this measure, the structure has not completely relaxed
within the time frame of the simulation.
Figure 4.20 plots the different contributions to σ versus t on a linear-log plot.
Note that the quantity η′∞Pe has been subtracted from σ and σ
E during the shear.
For t > t0, σ decreases and plateaus for about one decade in time, after which it
decreases again but does not relax completely to zero within the time frame of the
simulation. We see that σP
∗
is the major contributor to σ and is solely responsible
for the plateau while σB
∗
relaxes to nearly zero within a short 0.1tB. The fact that
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σB
∗
actually levels off with a negative value is likely to be an unphysical artifact
of the way the contact force contributions to the stress are handled. There appear
to be two distinct relaxation processes occurring as described in Section 4.1. The
faster process is referred to as β relaxation and describes the diffusion of particles
within their confined environment. The longer process is referred to as α relaxation
and describes the escape of particles from their confined environment. Both of these
processes decay more slowly than simple exponential decay, indicating the presence
of many relaxation modes with a wide distribution of time scales.
4.3.2 Results of Fitting Procedure
As described in Section 4.1.4, we fit the stress response from combined shear and
relaxation tests by a least squares spline procedure outlined in Section 4.1.4. The
form of G(t) is given by Equation (4.40), and the expected stress response as obtained
from Equation (4.7) is then fit to the data. We then calculate G′(ω) and G′′(ω) using
Equations (4.13) and (4.14).
Two sample results of the fitting procedure are illustrated here, and more com-
prehensive results are given in Appendix C. Figure 4.21 gives the results for φ = 0.2,
R/kT = 0, δA/a = 0.12, and A/kT = 20.0 with σ versus t plotted on a linear-log plot
(a) and a log-log plot (b) along with the fit and resulting G(t); the resulting G′(ω)
and G′′(ω) are plotted in (c). Note, in this figure, the quality of the fit is revealed
by the data (black line) and the fitted curve (green line). The red curves in (a) and
(b) are the resulting G(t) which is not expected to match the stress response at short
times. Again, the quantity η′∞Pe has been subtracted from σ during the shear. The
red squares indicate the locations of the spline knots which were placed at equally
spaced intervals with the left most point located at 5 × 10−4tB and the right most
point located at either 200tB or an earlier time when σ has become statistically zero
as will be shown in the next example. A few points should be noted. First, these plots
have all been extended one decade on either side of the data to illustrate the effects of
the power law and exponential functions in G(t) as this function must be integrated
for t = 0 to∞ to obtain G′(ω) and G′′(ω). The moduli obtained outside the range of
the simulation data are not necessarily expected to be good extrapolations. Second,
while the fit to σ and the resulting G(t) look quite smooth, any small ripples in G(t)
are amplified in the dynamic moduli, especially in G′′(ω).
Figure 4.22 gives results of the fitting procedure for φ = 0.2, R/kT = 0, δA/a =
0.12, and A/kT = 20.0. In this case, σ has relaxed and become statistically zero
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within the time frame of the simulation. Therefore, the final spline knot is located at
a time earlier than 200tB. For this system, we can easily see the so called terminal
behavior, where, for an exponentially decaying G(t), G′(ω) ∼ ω2 and G′′(ω) ∼ ω.
4.3.3 Relaxation and Dynamic Moduli
The results obtained for G(t), G′(ω) and G′′(ω) are discussed in this section for select
systems. More comprehensive results are found in Appendix D. Limited results are
available for A/kT = 30 because only the shear portion of the tests were performed.
First we look at the effects of changing A. Figure 4.23 plots the three moduli for
different A with φ = 0.4 and δA = 0.12. With increasing A the gels become stronger,
and the moduli increase at all t and ω. The moduli are also weakly dependent on ω as
observed in experiments [7, 8]. These trends are also observed at other φ and δA. As
discussed in Section 4.2.4, the short-time or high-frequency response corresponding
to β relaxation is described well by a power law. For all systems studied, we find the
exponent of the power law to be close to b = 0.25, where G(t) ∼ t−b.
It is interesting to note the relationship between G(t) and G′(ω). Both are mea-
sures of energy storage with t ≈ 1/ω. We find that in many cases G′(ω) can be
approximated by G(1/ω). This is illustrated in Figure 4.24. The mathematical ori-
gin of this approximation is given in Appendix A.
The effects of changing φ are illustrated in Figure 4.25 where the three moduli are
plotted for different φ with δA = 0.12 and A/kT = 20.0. Just as with increasing A,
with increasing φ the gels become stronger and the moduli increase at all t and ω.
The largest changes are observed at long t or small ω where the α relaxation process
becomes slower with increasing φ.
The effects of changing δA are illustrated in Figure 4.26 where the three moduli
are plotted for different δA with φ = 0.4 and A/kT = 20.0. At short t or large ω, the
moduli increase with increasing δA, while at long t or small ω, the moduli are very
similar for all δA.
The dynamic moduli at ωtB = 10
4 are plotted versus A for different φ in Fig-
ure 4.27 and different δA in Figure 4.28, and we find that the moduli increase linearly
with φ, a/δA, and A/kT , i.e.,
G′
ρkT
∼ G
′′
ρkT
∼ φ a
δA
A
kT
. (4.58)
The scaling with A and δA has a simple explanation. We recall from Figure 4.7 that
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σP is the dominant contribution to the total σ, and from Equation (4.53) wee see
that
σP
ρkT
∼ |F
P|
kT/a
. (4.59)
By evaluating the derivative of V PAO(r) (see Section 2.1.2), we find that when δA  1
|F P|r=2a
kT/a
≈ 2a
δA
A
kT
. (4.60)
We define the following reference modulus
Gref
ρkT
= φ
2a
δA
A
kT
, (4.61)
and plot the moduli scaled with Gref in Figure 4.29. The data collapse remarkably
well for both G′ and G′′. To illustrate the degree to which the data collapse, the range
of the y-axis in these plots was chosen to include three decades as in Figures 4.27
and 4.28. We also include results for the dynamic moduli at ωtB = 10
−1 versus A
for different φ in Figure 4.30 and different δA in Figure 4.31. A simple scaling which
collapses the data has not been found.
We conclude with a comparison to the experimental results of Shah et al. [7] and
Laurati et al. [8] in Figure 4.32. Such comparisons between simulation and experiment
should be made with caution, but the decent agreement seen here is encouraging.
4.4 Conclusion
We have performed dynamic simulations to investigate the microstructural and rheo-
logical response of colloidal gels with short-range attraction and long-range repulsion.
An algorithm was developed to reduce the noise in the stress response by shearing
two simulations in opposite directions while using the same sequence of random num-
bers. We observed linear response at short times and yielding at longer times. In the
absence of repulsion, gels are brittle with short yield strains, and the yielding process
coincides with bond breaking. With increasing strength of repulsion, gels become
more ductile due to thinner structures, and longer times are required for bonds to
begin breaking. Relaxation, elastic, and viscous moduli were obtained from combined
shear and relaxation simulations. The Brownian contributions to the stress are ob-
served to quickly relax while the interparticle contributions are responsible for slow
relaxation processes which, for some systems, display a plateau before continuing to
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relax. The elastic and viscous moduli showed a weak frequency dependence with
power law behavior for high frequencies, where they can be collapsed by scaling with
the volume fraction, strength of attraction, and range of attraction. Comparison with
experiment shows encouraging agreement.
4.5 Figures
This section contains all figures for Chapter 4.
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Figure 4.1: Shear stress versus time during steady shear for (a) a single pair of mir-
rored runs and (b) mirrored and non-mirrored runs averaged over 4 initial configura-
tions, 6 shear directions, and N (as indicated in the figure) statistically independent
sequences of random numbers (φ = 0.2, R/kT = 0, δA/a = 0.086, A/kT = 17.1,
Pe = 1).
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Figure 4.2: Shear stress versus time during steady shear (φ = 0.2, R/kT = 0,
δA/a = 0.086, A/kT = 17.1, Pe = 1) for t/tB = 0 to 0.1 (a) and t/tB = 0 to 1.0 (b).
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Figure 4.3: Number of bonds versus time relative to t = 0 during steady shear(φ =
0.2, R/kT = 0, δA/a = 0.086, A/kT = 17.1, Pe = 1). Also broken into contributions
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Figure 4.4: Net number of bonds formed versus time during steady shear (φ = 0.2,
R/kT = 0, δA/a = 0.086, A/kT = 17.1, Pe = 1). Also broken into contributions
from compression and extension quadrants.
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Figure 4.5: Mean bond length versus time during steady shear (φ = 0.2, R/kT =
0, δA/a = 0.086, A/kT = 17.1, Pe = 1). Also broken into contributions from
compression and extension quadrants.
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Figure 4.6: Average rotational fraction of bond displacements versus time during
steady shear (φ = 0.2, R/kT = 0, δA/a = 0.086, A/kT = 17.1, Pe = 1). The
displacements have been calculated relative to the previous time step (solid lines) or
t = 0 (dashed lines). Also broken into contributions from compression and extension
quadrants. Results from a single quiescent simulation are also included.
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Figure 4.7: Different contributions to the shear stress versus time during steady shear
(φ = 0.2, R/kT = 0, δA/a = 0.086, A/kT = 17.1, Pe = 1). In (a) the contact force
contributions are separated out. In (b) the contact force contributions are included
with the interparticle and Brownian contributions. See Section 4.2.2 for details.
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Figure 4.8: Different contributions to the shear stress versus time during steady
shear (φ = 0.2, R/kT = 0, δA/a = 0.086, A/kT = 17.1, Pe = 1). In (a) simulations
employed V PFLD(r) as the interparticle potential with the additional contact force. In
(b) simulations employed V PAO,SRR(r) as the interparticle potential with no contact
force.
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Figure 4.9: Shear stress versus time during steady shear (φ = 0.2, R/kT = 0, δA/a =
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Figure 4.10: Rate of strain contribution to shear stress versus time during steady
shear (φ = 0.2, R/kT = 0, δA/a = 0.086, A/kT = 17.1, Pe = 1). Also broken into
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Figure 4.11: Interparticle contribution to shear stress versus time during steady shear
(φ = 0.2, R/kT = 0, δA/a = 0.086, A/kT = 17.1, Pe = 1). Also broken into
contributions from compression and extension quadrants.
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Figure 4.12: Brownian contribution to shear stress versus time during steady shear
(φ = 0.2, R/kT = 0, δA/a = 0.086, A/kT = 17.1, Pe = 1). Also broken into
contributions from compression and extension quadrants.
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Figure 4.13: Shear stress versus time during steady shear for different A (φ = 0.2,
R/kT = 0, δA/a = 0.086, Pe = 1).
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Figure 4.14: Shear stress versus time during steady shear for different R (φ = 0.2,
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Figure 4.15: Net number of bonds formed versus time during steady shear for different
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Figure 4.16: Shear stress versus time during steady shear for different Pe (φ = 0.2,
R/kT = 0, δA/a = 0.086, A/kT = 17.1).
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Figure 4.17: Shear stress versus time during steady shear for different A and Pe with
φ = 0.1 and δA/a = 0.12 (R/kT = 0).
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Figure 4.18: Shear stress versus time during steady shear for different A and Pe with
φ = 0.1 and δA/a = 0.05 (R/kT = 0).
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Figure 4.19: Mean bond length versus time during combined shear and relaxation
(φ = 0.2, R/kT = 0, δA/a = 0.086, A/kT = 17.1, Pe = 1, t0/tB = 0.005). Also
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Figure 4.21: Results from combined shear and relaxation test (φ = 0.2, R/kT = 0,
δA/a = 0.12, A/kT = 20.0, Pe = 1, t0/tB = 0.005). Shear stress versus time along
with fit and resulting G(t) are shown in (a) on linear-log plot and (b) on log-log plot.
Resulting G′(ω) and G′′(ω) are shown in (c). Note that the quantity η′∞Pe has been
subtracted from σ during the shear.
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Figure 4.22: Results from combined shear and relaxation test (φ = 0.1, R/kT = 0,
δA/a = 0.12, A/kT = 10.0, Pe = 1, t0/tB = 0.005). Shear stress versus time along
with fit and resulting G(t) are shown in (a) on linear-log plot and (b) on log-log plot.
Resulting G′(ω) and G′′(ω) are shown in (c). Note that the quantity η′∞Pe has been
subtracted from σ during the shear.
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Figure 4.23: G(t), G′(ω), and G′′(ω) for different A with φ = 0.4 δA/a = 0.12
(R/kT = 0).
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Figure 4.24: Test of approximation G′(ω) = G(1/ω).
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Figure 4.25: G(t), G′(ω), and G′′(ω) for different φ with δA/a = 0.12, A/kT = 0.20
(R/kT = 0).
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Figure 4.26: G(t), G′(ω), and G′′(ω) for different δA with φ = 0.4 A/kT = 0.20
(R/kT = 0).
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Figure 4.27: Comparison of G′ and G′′ versus A for different φ with ωtB = 104
(R/kT = 0).
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Figure 4.28: Comparison of G′ and G′′ versus A for different δA with ωtB = 104
(R/kT = 0).
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Figure 4.29: Comparison of G′ and G′′ versus A for different φ and δA with ωtB = 104
(R/kT = 0). The moduli are scaled with Gref , where Gref/ρkT = φ(2a/δA)(A/kT ).
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Figure 4.30: Comparison of G′ and G′′ versus A for different φ with ωtB = 10−1
(R/kT = 0).
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Figure 4.31: Comparison of G′ and G′′ versus A for different δA with ωtB = 10−1
(R/kT = 0).
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Figure 4.32: Comparison of FLD results (solid) and published experimental data
(dashed) for G′(ω) (a) and G′′(ω) (b). For all cases, φ = 0.4 and R/kT = 0. The
dashed red lines are from Shah et al. [7] for A/kT = 4.9 and δA/a = 0.12; the dashed
green lines are from Laurati et al. [8] for A/kT = 19.3 and δA/a = 0.16. Parameters
for experimental data estimated using AO potential and reported values of Rg/a and
np/n
∗
p.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion
In this work we have studied the microstructure, dynamics, and rheology of colloidal
suspensions with short-range depletion attraction and long-range electrostatic repul-
sion using equilibrium predictions and a new algorithm for dynamic simulations. A
focus was made on those combinations of attraction and repulsion that lead to the
formation of gels. The effects of varying the strength of attraction A/kT , range of at-
traction δA/a, strength of repulsion R/kT , and volume fraction φ were investigated,
where k is Boltzmann’s constant, T is temperature, and a is the particle radius. The
main conclusions and achievements of this work are summarized in this chapter.
Equilibrium Phase Behavior
Hard-sphere thermodynamic perturbation theory was employed to predict the equi-
librium behavior. The following observations were made:
1. For purely attractive systems with φ . 0.4, fluids are predicted at low A, and
fluid-crystal coexistence is predicted at high A. The values of A as a function
of φ that separate regions of stable fluid from fluid-crystal coexistence constitute
the fluid-crystal transition line.
2. With increasing δA, the fluid-crystal transition line moves to lower A.
3. With increasing R, the fluid-crystal transition line moves to higher A.
Fast Lubrication Dynamics
A new algorithm called Fast Lubrication Dynamics (FLD) was developed as part of
this work. This algorithm enables simulations including the effects of many-body hy-
drodynamic interactions, Brownian motion, and interparticle interactions at a speed
more than 100 times faster than Stokesian Dynamics (SD) while retaining much of
the relevant physics of SD. In addition, FLD is found to be nearly as fast as Brownian
Dynamics (BD) due to the larger time steps allowed by FLD.
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Microstructural and Dynamics
FLD simulations were performed to study the microstructural evolution of suspen-
sions from a dispersed phase to other phases including fluids and gels. The following
observations were made:
1. Purely attractive systems: φ = 0.2, A/kT = 0–47.4, δA/a = 0.086, R/kT = 0.
(a) For A/kT < 4.7, short bond lifetimes result in highly mobile, disordered
fluid phases with transient aggregation.
(b) Homogeneous nucleation and growth first occurs for A/kT = 4.7, resulting
in large polycrystalline structures coexisting with a dilute fluid phase.
(c) For A/kT > 4.7, with increasing A, the nucleation rate increases resulting
in increasing polycrystallinity and smaller crystalline regions. A dilute
fluid phase does not coexist for A/kT ≥ 8.0, and no crystalline structures
are present for A/kT ≥ 14.2.
(d) For A/kT > 4.7, space-spanning gel structures are formed by particles
whose long-range motion is arrested due to long bond lifetimes. These
particles are localized on length scales ∼ 0.08a–0.2a, comparable to δA.
(e) With increasing A, the short-time evolution of gelled structures becomes
identical, the long-time evolution slows, and the mean contact number
plateaus with a value of 6.
(f) The mean square displacement shows an abrupt transition from highly
diffusive fluid phases to arrested gel phases.
2. Effects of repulsion: φ = 0.2, A/kT = 0–47.4, δA/a = 0.086, R/kT = 0–54.
(a) The introduction of long-range repulsion inhibits crystallization and pro-
motes one-dimensional cluster growth resulting in thinner structures.
(b) At low A, small transient clusters are formed.
(c) At high A, gels are formed by space-spanning clusters, but the time scale
for this to occur increases exponentially with R.
(d) For gels, the mean contact number plateaus at lower values with increasing
R.
(e) The thinner, more open structures allow greater collective motion, and the
the particles in gelled systems are localized on length scales up to 7 times
δA.
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(f) The mean square displacement shows a gradual transition from highly
diffusive fluid phases to subdiffusive transient cluster phases to arrested
gel phases.
(g) Comparisons with results of confocal microscopy experiments show signifi-
cant differences which may be attributed to differences in initial conditions,
inaccurately represented electrostatic interactions, and limitations of the
simulated system size.
3. Effects of range of attraction: φ = 0.4, A/kT = 0–30, δA/a = 0.05–0.18,
R/kT = 0.
(a) Nucleation first occurs at lower A with increasing δA.
(b) Microstructure changes little with δA.
(c) The length scales on which particles are localized change little with δA.
4. Effects of volume fraction: φ = 0.1–0.4, A/kT = 0–30, δA/a = 0.12, R/kT = 0.
(a) The average local structure changes little with increasing φ.
(b) For all φ, the mean contact number plateaus at high A with a value near
6, similar to the value for random close packing (between 6 and 6.4 at
φ = 0.64).
(c) With increasing φ, the gels become more dense, hindering collective motion
so that particles are localized on shorter length scales.
BD simulations were also performed for φ = 0.2, A/kT = 0–47.4, δA/a = 0.086,
and R/kT = 0–54. The results were compared with those of the FLD simulations,
and remarkable agreement was observed for both microstructure and dynamics with
the biggest difference being a slight shift toward lower A for the BD results due to the
soft-core interaction required by the BD algorithm. This agreement suggests that the
structural evolution and dynamics of colloidal suspensions with short-range attraction
and long-range repulsion under quiescent conditions may not be very sensitive to the
effects of hydrodynamic interactions.
Rheology
FLD simulations were performed to study the rheological response of colloidal gels
with a focus on the linear viscoelastic response. In addition to using ensemble averag-
ing, we developed a new technique to improve the signal-to-noise ratio inherent in the
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stress of Brownian systems. By careful application of this technique, the average of
two simulations sheared in opposite directions can yield a greater reduction in noise
than does averaging over 10 times as many individual realizations. Steady shear and
relaxation tests were performed, and the relaxation modulus G(t) was obtained from
the stress response. The elastic modulus G′(ω) and the viscous modulus G′′(ω) were
then obtained by Fourier transform of G(t). The following observations were made:
1. Stress response during steady shear.
(a) For R/kT = 0, the stress increases and reaches a maximum as the gel
strain softens and then yields, after which the stress decreases and tends
toward a steady-state value.
(b) For R/kT = 0, the gels are brittle with a yield strain of about 0.02.
(c) For R/kT = 0, yielding coincides with breaking bonds.
(d) For R/kT > 0, the gels become more ductile due to their thinner struc-
tures, and they yield at larger strains.
(e) For R/kT > 0, bond breaking does not obviously coincide with yielding.
(f) The changes in mean bond length are very small.
(g) Particle bonds rotate more than they stretch due to the strong lubrication
interactions.
(h) The stress maximum increases with increasing A/kT .
(i) For R/kT = 0, the maximum strain for which the stress response is linear
decreases with increasing A or decreasing δA and is as low as 0.002 for
systems studied in this work.
2. Stress relaxation after cessation of steady shear.
(a) For strong attraction, a two-step relaxation in the stress is observed for
many systems, sometimes with an intermediate plateau. Both of these
relaxations decay more slowly than simple exponential decay, indicating
the presence of many relaxation modes with a wide distribution of time
scales.
(b) The interparticle contribution to the stress is the major contributor to the
total stress and is responsible for the slow relaxation processes.
(c) The Brownian contribution to the stress relaxes very quickly.
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3. Relaxation, elastic, and viscous moduli.
(a) Fits to the data give good results for G(t).
(b) Small ripples in G(t) are amplified in G′′(ω) giving artificial behavior.
(c) G(t) is described well by a power law at short times with an exponent of
about −0.25 for all A, δA, and φ studied; as a consequence, G′(ω) and
G′′(ω) display power law behavior at high frequencies with an exponent of
0.25.
(d) G′(ω) and G′′(ω) are weakly dependent on ω
(e) For high ω, G′(ω) and G′′(ω) collapse remarkably well when scaled with
φ(2a/δA)(A/kT ).
(f) Comparison of G′(ω) and G′′(ω) with experimental results show encour-
aging agreement.
Summary
Fast Lubrication Dynamics, which allows simulations with hydrodynamic interactions
at low cost, has been shown to be a powerful technique for predicting suspension mi-
crostructure, dynamics, and rheology over a wide range of time and length scales
and physical parameters. To the author’s knowledge, this work represents the first
application of numerical simulations investigating the linear viscoelastic response of
colloidal gels with accurate hydrodynamic interactions. The simulations and investi-
gations in this work would not have been possible without the development of FLD.
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Appendix A
Proofs and Other Derivations
A.1 Proof of Equation (2.85)
The proof is only given for the top half of Equation (2.85) in the case of two particles.
The proof readily extends to a system of N particles, and follows a similar procedure
for the bottom half of Equation (2.85). Noting the following relations
A11 = −A12 +O(ln(a/δ)), (A.1)
G˜11 = G˜12 +O(ln(a/δ)), (A.2)
we write out the top half of Equation (2.85) as
(A11 +O(ln(a/δ))) · (Ω∞ × (x1 − x2) +E∞ · (x1 − x2))
+2
(
G˜11 +O(ln(a/δ))
)
: E∞. (A.3)
Substituting the definitions of the submatrices A11 and G˜11 and writing in index
notation gives
(
XA11 +O(ln(a/δ))
)
didj
(
x
(1)
l − x(2)l
) (
jklΩ
∞
k + E
∞
jl
)
+2
(
XG11 +O(ln(a/δ))
)(
djdl − 1
3
δjl
)
diE
∞
jl . (A.4)
Noting that dj and (x
(1)
l − x(2)l ) are collinear, we can eliminate the term jklΩ∞k . We
can also eliminate the term 1
3
δjl since δjlE
∞
jl = 0 due to continuity. We now have(
XA11 +O(ln(a/δ))
)
didj
(
x
(1)
l − x(2)l
)
E∞jl + 2
(
XG11 +O(ln(a/δ))
)
didjdlE
∞
jl . (A.5)
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Noting that (x
(1)
l − x(2)l ) = −(2a + δ)dl and substituting expressions for the scalar
resistance functions gives
−2a
(
3
2
pia
a
δ
+O(ln(a/δ))
)
didjdlE
∞
jl + 2
(
3
2
pia2
a
δ
+O(ln(a/δ))
)
didjdlE
∞
jl
= 0 +O(ln(a/δ)). (A.6)
A.2 Proof of Equation (2.86)
The proof is only given for the top half of Equation (2.86) in the case of two particles.
The proof readily extends to a system of N particles, and follows a similar procedure
for the bottom half of Equation (2.86). Noting the following relations
G11 = −G12 +O(ln(a/δ)), (A.7)
M 11 =M 12 +O(ln(a/δ)), (A.8)
we write out the top half of Equation (2.86) as
(G11 +O(ln(a/δ))) · (Ω∞ × (x1 − x2) +E∞ · (x1 − x2))
+2 (M 11 +O(ln(a/δ))) : E
∞. (A.9)
Substituting the definitions of the submatrices G11 and M 11 and writing in index
notation gives
(
XG11 +O(ln(a/δ))
)(
didj − 1
3
δij
)
dk
(
x(1)m − x(2)m
)
(klmΩ
∞
l + E
∞
km)
+2
(
XM11 +O(ln(a/δ))
) 3
2
(
didj − 1
3
δij
)(
dkdm − 1
3
δkm
)
E∞km. (A.10)
Noting that dj and (x
(1)
m − x(2)m ) are collinear, we can eliminate the term klmΩ∞k . We
can also eliminate the term 1
3
δkm since δkmE
∞
km = 0 due to continuity. We now have
(
XG11 +O(ln(a/δ))
)(
didj − 1
3
δij
)
dk
(
x(1)m − x(2)m
)
E∞km
+3
(
XM11 +O(ln(a/δ))
)(
didj − 1
3
δij
)
dkdmE
∞
km. (A.11)
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Noting that (x
(1)
m − x(2)m ) = −(2a + δ)dm and substituting expressions for the scalar
resistance functions gives
−2a
(
3
2
pia2
a
δ
+O(ln(a/δ))
)(
didj − 1
3
δij
)
dkdmE
∞
km
+3
(
pia3
a
δ
+O(ln(a/δ))
)(
didj − 1
3
δij
)
dkdmE
∞
km
= 0 +O(ln(a/δ)). (A.12)
A.3 Relation Between G′(ω), G′′(ω), and G(1/ω)
The Fourier transform of a power law is a power law:∫ ∞
0
t−b sin(ωt)dt =
pi csc(bpi/2)
2Γ(b)
ωb−1, < b < 2, (A.13)
∫ ∞
0
t−b cos(ωt)dt =
pi sec(bpi/2)
2Γ(b)
ωb−1, 0 < b < 1, (A.14)
where Γ(b) is the Gamma function. Therefore, if G(t) = at−b with 0 < b < 1,
Equations (4.13) and (4.14) give
G′(ω) =
apiωb csc(bpi/2)
2Γ(b)
, (A.15)
G′′(ω) =
apiωb sec(bpi/2)
2Γ(b)
. (A.16)
These are equivalent to
G′(ω) =
pi csc(bpi/2)
2Γ(b)
G(1/ω), (A.17)
G′′(ω) =
pi sec(bpi/2)
2Γ(b)
G(1/ω). (A.18)
For many of our systems, G(t) displays power law behavior with 0 < b < 1 over
several decades of t. We note that the quantity pi csc(bpi/2)/2Γ(b) only varies from 1
to pi/2 for 0 < b < 1 suggesting the following simplified approximation
G′(ω) = G(1/ω). (A.19)
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Unfortunately, the quantity pi sec(bpi/2)/2Γ(b) equals 0 for b = 0 and diverges as
b→ 1, so a similar approximation can not be made for G′′(ω). This greater sensitivity
to b gives rise to the larger ripples in our data for G′′(ω) relative to those in our data
for G′(ω).
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Appendix B
Shear
This appendix presents additional results relating to Section 4.2.4.
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Figure B.1: Shear stress versus time during steady shear for different A and Pe with
φ = 0.2 and δA/a = 0.086 (R/kT = 0).
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Figure B.2: Shear stress versus time during steady shear for different A and Pe with
φ = 0.1 and δA/a = 0.12 (R/kT = 0).
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Figure B.3: Shear stress versus time during steady shear for different A and Pe with
φ = 0.2 and δA/a = 0.12 (R/kT = 0).
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Figure B.4: Shear stress versus time during steady shear for different A and Pe with
φ = 0.3 and δA/a = 0.12 (R/kT = 0).
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Figure B.5: Shear stress versus time during steady shear for different A and Pe with
φ = 0.4 and δA/a = 0.12 (R/kT = 0).
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Figure B.6: Shear stress versus time during steady shear for different A and Pe with
φ = 0.4 and δA/a = 0.05 (R/kT = 0).
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Figure B.7: Shear stress versus time during steady shear for different A and Pe with
φ = 0.4 and δA/a = 0.18 (R/kT = 0).
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Appendix C
Relaxation
This appendix presents additional results relating to Section 4.3.2.
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Figure C.1: Results from combined shear and relaxation test (φ = 0.2, R/kT = 0,
δA/a = 0.086, A/kT = 5.9, Pe = 1, t0/tB = 0.005). Shear stress versus time along
with fit and resulting G(t) are shown in (a) on linear-log plot and (b) on log-log plot.
Resulting G′(ω) and G′′(ω) are shown in (c).
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Figure C.2: Results from combined shear and relaxation test (φ = 0.2, R/kT = 0,
δA/a = 0.086, A/kT = 9.5, Pe = 1, t0/tB = 0.005). Shear stress versus time along
with fit and resulting G(t) are shown in (a) on linear-log plot and (b) on log-log plot.
Resulting G′(ω) and G′′(ω) are shown in (c).
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Figure C.3: Results from combined shear and relaxation test (φ = 0.2, R/kT = 0,
δA/a = 0.086, A/kT = 17.1, Pe = 1, t0/tB = 0.005). Shear stress versus time along
with fit and resulting G(t) are shown in (a) on linear-log plot and (b) on log-log plot.
Resulting G′(ω) and G′′(ω) are shown in (c).
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Figure C.4: Results from combined shear and relaxation test (φ = 0.2, R/kT = 0,
δA/a = 0.086, A/kT = 29.6, Pe = 1, t0/tB = 0.005). Shear stress versus time along
with fit and resulting G(t) are shown in (a) on linear-log plot and (b) on log-log plot.
Resulting G′(ω) and G′′(ω) are shown in (c).
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Figure C.5: Results from combined shear and relaxation test (φ = 0.1, R/kT = 0,
δA/a = 0.12, A/kT = 5.0, Pe = 1, t0/tB = 0.005). Shear stress versus time along
with fit and resulting G(t) are shown in (a) on linear-log plot and (b) on log-log plot.
Resulting G′(ω) and G′′(ω) are shown in (c).
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Figure C.6: Results from combined shear and relaxation test (φ = 0.1, R/kT = 0,
δA/a = 0.12, A/kT = 10.0, Pe = 1, t0/tB = 0.005). Shear stress versus time along
with fit and resulting G(t) are shown in (a) on linear-log plot and (b) on log-log plot.
Resulting G′(ω) and G′′(ω) are shown in (c).
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Figure C.7: Results from combined shear and relaxation test (φ = 0.1, R/kT = 0,
δA/a = 0.12, A/kT = 20.0, Pe = 1, t0/tB = 0.005). Shear stress versus time along
with fit and resulting G(t) are shown in (a) on linear-log plot and (b) on log-log plot.
Resulting G′(ω) and G′′(ω) are shown in (c).
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Figure C.8: Results from combined shear and relaxation test (φ = 0.2, R/kT = 0,
δA/a = 0.12, A/kT = 5.0, Pe = 1, t0/tB = 0.005). Shear stress versus time along
with fit and resulting G(t) are shown in (a) on linear-log plot and (b) on log-log plot.
Resulting G′(ω) and G′′(ω) are shown in (c).
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Figure C.9: Results from combined shear and relaxation test (φ = 0.2, R/kT = 0,
δA/a = 0.12, A/kT = 10.0, Pe = 1, t0/tB = 0.005). Shear stress versus time along
with fit and resulting G(t) are shown in (a) on linear-log plot and (b) on log-log plot.
Resulting G′(ω) and G′′(ω) are shown in (c).
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Figure C.10: Results from combined shear and relaxation test (φ = 0.2, R/kT = 0,
δA/a = 0.12, A/kT = 20.0, Pe = 1, t0/tB = 0.005). Shear stress versus time along
with fit and resulting G(t) are shown in (a) on linear-log plot and (b) on log-log plot.
Resulting G′(ω) and G′′(ω) are shown in (c).
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Figure C.11: Results from combined shear and relaxation test (φ = 0.3, R/kT = 0,
δA/a = 0.12, A/kT = 5.0, Pe = 1, t0/tB = 0.005). Shear stress versus time along
with fit and resulting G(t) are shown in (a) on linear-log plot and (b) on log-log plot.
Resulting G′(ω) and G′′(ω) are shown in (c).
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Figure C.12: Results from combined shear and relaxation test (φ = 0.3, R/kT = 0,
δA/a = 0.12, A/kT = 10.0, Pe = 1, t0/tB = 0.005). Shear stress versus time along
with fit and resulting G(t) are shown in (a) on linear-log plot and (b) on log-log plot.
Resulting G′(ω) and G′′(ω) are shown in (c).
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Figure C.13: Results from combined shear and relaxation test (φ = 0.3, R/kT = 0,
δA/a = 0.12, A/kT = 20.0, Pe = 1, t0/tB = 0.005). Shear stress versus time along
with fit and resulting G(t) are shown in (a) on linear-log plot and (b) on log-log plot.
Resulting G′(ω) and G′′(ω) are shown in (c).
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Figure C.14: Results from combined shear and relaxation test (φ = 0.4, R/kT = 0,
δA/a = 0.12, A/kT = 5.0, Pe = 1, t0/tB = 0.005). Shear stress versus time along
with fit and resulting G(t) are shown in (a) on linear-log plot and (b) on log-log plot.
Resulting G′(ω) and G′′(ω) are shown in (c).
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Figure C.15: Results from combined shear and relaxation test (φ = 0.4, R/kT = 0,
δA/a = 0.12, A/kT = 10.0, Pe = 1, t0/tB = 0.005). Shear stress versus time along
with fit and resulting G(t) are shown in (a) on linear-log plot and (b) on log-log plot.
Resulting G′(ω) and G′′(ω) are shown in (c).
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Figure C.16: Results from combined shear and relaxation test (φ = 0.4, R/kT = 0,
δA/a = 0.12, A/kT = 20.0, Pe = 1, t0/tB = 0.005). Shear stress versus time along
with fit and resulting G(t) are shown in (a) on linear-log plot and (b) on log-log plot.
Resulting G′(ω) and G′′(ω) are shown in (c).
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Figure C.17: Results from combined shear and relaxation test (φ = 0.4, R/kT = 0,
δA/a = 0.05, A/kT = 5.0, Pe = 1, t0/tB = 0.002). Shear stress versus time along
with fit and resulting G(t) are shown in (a) on linear-log plot and (b) on log-log plot.
Resulting G′(ω) and G′′(ω) are shown in (c).
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Figure C.18: Results from combined shear and relaxation test (φ = 0.4, R/kT = 0,
δA/a = 0.05, A/kT = 10.0, Pe = 1, t0/tB = 0.002). Shear stress versus time along
with fit and resulting G(t) are shown in (a) on linear-log plot and (b) on log-log plot.
Resulting G′(ω) and G′′(ω) are shown in (c).
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Figure C.19: Results from combined shear and relaxation test (φ = 0.4, R/kT = 0,
δA/a = 0.05, A/kT = 20.0, Pe = 1, t0/tB = 0.002). Shear stress versus time along
with fit and resulting G(t) are shown in (a) on linear-log plot and (b) on log-log plot.
Resulting G′(ω) and G′′(ω) are shown in (c).
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Figure C.20: Results from combined shear and relaxation test (φ = 0.4, R/kT = 0,
δA/a = 0.18, A/kT = 5.0, Pe = 1, t0/tB = 0.005). Shear stress versus time along
with fit and resulting G(t) are shown in (a) on linear-log plot and (b) on log-log plot.
Resulting G′(ω) and G′′(ω) are shown in (c).
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Figure C.21: Results from combined shear and relaxation test (φ = 0.4, R/kT = 0,
δA/a = 0.18, A/kT = 10.0, Pe = 1, t0/tB = 0.005). Shear stress versus time along
with fit and resulting G(t) are shown in (a) on linear-log plot and (b) on log-log plot.
Resulting G′(ω) and G′′(ω) are shown in (c).
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Figure C.22: Results from combined shear and relaxation test (φ = 0.4, R/kT = 0,
δA/a = 0.18, A/kT = 20.0, Pe = 1, t0/tB = 0.005). Shear stress versus time along
with fit and resulting G(t) are shown in (a) on linear-log plot and (b) on log-log plot.
Resulting G′(ω) and G′′(ω) are shown in (c).
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Appendix D
Moduli
This appendix presents additional results relating to Section 4.3.3.
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Figure D.1: G(t), G′(ω), and G′′(ω) for different A with φ = 0.2 and δA/a = 0.086
(R/kT = 0).
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Figure D.2: G(t), G′(ω), and G′′(ω) for different A with φ = 0.1 and δA/a = 0.12
(R/kT = 0).
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Figure D.3: G(t), G′(ω), and G′′(ω) for different A with φ = 0.2 and δA/a = 0.12
(R/kT = 0).
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Figure D.4: G(t), G′(ω), and G′′(ω) for different A with φ = 0.3 and δA/a = 0.12
(R/kT = 0).
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Figure D.5: G(t), G′(ω), and G′′(ω) for different A with φ = 0.4 and δA/a = 0.12
(R/kT = 0).
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Figure D.6: G(t), G′(ω), and G′′(ω) for different A with φ = 0.4 and δA/a = 0.05
(R/kT = 0).
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Figure D.7: G(t), G′(ω), and G′′(ω) for different A with φ = 0.4 and δA/a = 0.18
(R/kT = 0).
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